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In this thesis we develop a new deterministic surface estim ation algo­
rithm . Given a network of scattered data in the three-dimensional space, we 
use the  Delaunay’s Triangulation Method to connect the given points with 
triangles, subsequently we use out method to interpolate within the path  
defined by each triangle. The resulted patches have geometric continuity, 
and the generated surface is also geometrically continuous. Our algorithm is 
a  param etric surface estim ation algorithm, and an example showing how it 
can im plem ented is given.
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1 In tro d u ctio n
Three-dimensional surface estimation is currently a popular issue in the com­
puter industry. Visually displaying an estim ated surface has become a nec­
essary goal in many disciplines, such as computer-aided design, medical re­
search, computer graphics, and geology. In order to achieve this visual repre­
sentation of a surface, com puter algorithms are required to take the raw data 
and produce an image. There currently exist many ’perfect’ algorithms (al­
gorithms producing curves or surfaces passing through the data) for defining 
a three-dimensional surface. Although there exist many surface estim ation 
algorithms, there is not one algorithm tha t is best for all surfaces. Therefore, 
the existence of multiple algorithms is required. These algorithmic techniques 
are classified into groups, for example: determ inistic and chaotic. Each of 
these categories are identified by a set of unique characteristics. The deter­
m inistic algorithms require equidistant data points making up rectangular 
grids, where all grids are also equidistant. The deterministic surface esti­
mation algorithms also require continuity of the first and second derivatives. 
Splines are an example of deterministic surface estim ation algorithms, and 
can be found in [1], [3], [4], [8], and others. Splines are normally used for 
ship building and automobile design.
A second group of surface estimation algorithms are based upon the the­
ory of chaos. The theory of chaos describes objects tha t can not be repre­
sented with Euclidean geometry. A chaotic curve is characterized by applying
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a transform ation function to points w ithin a region. A chaotic curve would 
contain an infinite variety of detail a t each point, no m atter how close the 
region was zoomed in. Fractals are an example of chaotic surface estimation 
algorithms, and can be found in [5],[18], and others. Fractals are usually 
used to estim ate objects in nature such as m ountain ranges and clouds.
The determ inistic and chaotic m ethods are but two of the many ways 
of estim ating a three-dimensional surface. This paper will dem onstrate a 
determ inistic perfect curve and surface estim ation algorithm tha t reduces 
or eliminates the restrictions in other methods. The restrictions eliminated 
are a) the data  is required to be given in regular square grids, and b) no 
extra surface patch blending functions are require. The conditions of this 
new surface estim ation algorithm assure the surface will pass through all of 
the data points, even though the data  points are scattered. The algorithm 
guarantees geometric continuity across all the surface patches.
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2 G en era l C o n cep ts
The purpose of this paper is to develop and implement a  surface estim ation 
algorithm, that uses param etric line equations. The surface estim ation al­
gorithm will use a triangulated network of scattered da ta  points to  generate 
the surface. Triangles are used to  represent the surface facets, since we can 
interpolate a plane through the three triangle vertices. The surface gener­
ated will pass through all the d a ta  points and have geometric continuity. 
Geometric continuity is the property of the tangent plane normals changing 
continuously across the surface facet.
The surface estim ation algorithm  takes a random sampling of scattered 
data, triangularizes the data, and interpolates the surface based upon the ver­
tices of the triangles. The sampling of data values need not be distributed 
in a uniform fashion, th a t is, the data  will be scattered. The data will be 
triangularized by the Delaunay’s Triangulation Algorithm. The Delaunay’s 
Triangulation Algorithm generates a network of triangles so tha t the m ini­
mum measure of angles of all the triangles is maximized in the triangulation. 
A surface will be interpolated from the network of triangles. This interpola­
tion will require the concept of param etric line equations, normal vectors, and 
equations of a plane. Before the surface estimation algorithm  is presented in 
detail, some preliminary results and concepts need to be defined.
The input data points for the algorithm are points in a three-dimensional
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data  space, having Cartesian coordinates, (x,y,z). During the triangulation 
phase, the points will be connected into line segments. The equation for a 
line or line segments in a plane is ax +  by + cz +  cl = 0, where a, b, c, and d 
are constant, and (x,y,z) is a point on the line. M ultiple line segments exist 
in the three-dimensional data  space representing a surface.
Points on a line or line segment can also be calculated through a method 
called param etric line equations. A param etric line equation is represented 
by two line segment endpoints and a param eter t.
We can write the equation of a line segment defined between 
endpoints ( x x, yu  z x) and (rr2, j/2, z2),
a: =  x x +  A x  t
y -  yx +  A y  t 
z =  zx +  A z  t
where A .t =  x 2 — x x, A y  — y2 — V\i and A z  =  z^ — zx. 
Param eter t is assigned values between 0 and 1, and coordinates 
(x, y, z) represent a point on the line specified by a value of t in 
this range. When t =  0, ( x , y , z )  — (x i , y i , z i ) .  At the other end 
of the line, t =  1, and (a:, y, z) = (x 2 , 1/2, z2). [10]
So, as the param eter increases uniformly from 0 to 1 , a value is produced 
tha t will fall between the beginning and ending points, lying on the line. A 
param etric equation for a line segment, has the following general form:
x(t) — £ i( l  — t) +  x 2t ( 1)
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where t is the variable param eter, and x% and X2  are the two end data points 
on the line segment. This equation represents the x-coordinate for a line 
segment. Similarly, there exist equations to param etrically identify the y- 
and z-coordinates for the same line segment.
Line segments can be w ritten as the difference between the coordinate 
values of two endpoints, like (x — x 0, y  — yo, z — zQ), where x, y, and z is the 
term inal point, P; and x 0, yo, and z 0  is the initial point, P0, of a line segment. 
P o P  is another way of writing this line segment. This representation is called 
a vector, which is a directed line segment. A vector in three-dimensional 
space is indicated by having a separate x, y, z coordinate, usually written 
like v = (x, y, z). A vector is represented by its direction and its length. The 
direction is determ ined by the coordinates of the vector. The coordinates 
of a vector represent the endpoint of a line segment tha t originates from 
the origin, (0,0,0). The length is determined by calculating the Euclidean 
distance between the initial and term inal endpoints.
The Euclidean Distance[6] is defined as the distance between 
points Py = ( i ! , ! / ! ,^ )  and P 2 =  (j:2, 2/2,z 2) is
d { x , y , z )  = \ ] ( x x -  x 2 ) 2 +  (2/1 -  y2)2 +  (*i -  z2) :
Two vectors are equal if both vectors have the same direction and length.
The following vector operations are needed, the cross-product, dot-product,
6
and vector addition for the development of the surface estim ation algorithm.
The noj'mal, a vector which lies perpendicular to a given plane, is given 
by the cross-product of two vectors, which lies in the plane. Given the two 
vectors in three-dimensional space, u — (u\,u,2 ,u f)  and v =  (ui,U2,W3), then 
the cross-product u X  v is defined as:
U X V =  { u 2V3 -  U3 V 2 , U3U1 — U 1U 3,  U i U 2 — U 2 V i )  ( 2)
To determine the direction of the normal, use the right hand rule: using
the right hand, starting  at vector u, and allowing the natural curve of the 
fingers to represent the rotation direction between the vector u and the vector 
v, the direction in which the thum b points represents the direction of the 
normal vector. For example, if u = (—5 ,—5 ,—10) and v  =  (5 ,—5 ,—10), 
then the normal vector is n =  (0, —100,50). A normal can be directed either 
into the plane or out of the plane, and is indicated by the value of the third 
component of the vector. A positive value represents a vector tha t points out 
of the surface. A negative value is a vector th a t points to the inside of the 
surface. For the remainder of this paper, the positive normal will be used in 
all calculations. To reverse direction of the normal, multiply each component 
of the normal by negative one. This vector will be used to represent the plane.
To test whether a vector is normal, check if the vector is perpendicular
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to the plane. The doi-product. of  two vectors determines if two vectors are 
perpendicular and can be used to test if a vector is normal to a plane. The 
dot-product is another form of vector m ultiplication which multiplies each 
element of the normal vector (x, y, and z coordinates) with a  corresponding 
line segments element and adds the three results to form a scalar. The dot- 
product will return either a zero, if the vector is perpendicular to the plane; 
or a non-zero value otherwise.
Given the line segment PqP = ( x  —  x q , y — yo, ^ — zf) and the normal 
n =  (n l t n 2 ,ns) ,  the dot-product is given by
n\{x -  x Q) -f n2(y -  y0) +  n3{z -  z0) (3)
For example, for the vectors u — (—5 ,—5 ,—10) and n =  (0 ,-1 0 0 ,5 0 ), the 
dot product fi-u = 0 * (—5) +  ( —100)*(—5)-f (50)*(—10) =  500 +  (—500) =  0. 
Therefore, the vectors u and n are perpendicular to one another.
There is an additional way of combining two vectors which is called sum­
ming two vectors. Calculating the sum of two vectors is defined as follows:
If v  and w are any two vectors, then the sum  v  +  w is the 
vector determined as follows. Position the vector w  so tha t its 
initial point coincides with the term inal point of v. The vector 
v  +  w  is represented by the arrow from the initial point of v  to 
the term inal point of w.[2]
Summing of two vectors can be explained in terms of the components of 
the vector. Add the first component of v with the first of w, the second
8
component w ith the second, and so on. This result will be a  new vector 
representing the combination of the two vectors. Summing vectors is not 
limited to ju st two vectors. The result of summing vectors can be extended 
to more than two vectors.
As an example of summing two vectors, assume we have two vectors 
u =  (—5 ,—7 ,—10) and v =  (2 ,—3,20), then the resulting vector w = 
( - 3 ,-1 0 ,1 0 ) .
These prelim inary results (vectors, normals, and equations of a plane) 
will be used extensively for the surface estim ation algorithm.
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3 Surface E stim a tio n  A lg o r ith m
The surface estim ation algorithm will be built by starting  with the results of 
vectors, normals, and equations of a plane. These results will be combined 
to generate the necessary param etric line equations comprising the surface 
estim ation algorithm. Also, the Delaunay’s Triangulation Algorithm will be 
presented in detail.
The input to the surface estimation algorithm  will be N triplets of scat­
tered three-dimensional data, tha t is, each data  point is a Cartesian coor­
dinate, (x,y,z). Given this random sampling of data, triangularize the data 
points based upon the Delaunay’s Triangulation Algorithm (DTA). The De­
launay’s Triangulation Algorithm generates a network of triangles. This net­
work of triangles is generated such tha t the triangles are produced so the 
minimum measure of angles of all the triangles is maximized. In other words, 
the triangles generated will be more or less equilateral. In general, the tri­
angles will not be exactly equilateral because the data  will be distributed in 
a scattered manner.
Triangulation of a polygon is a set T of chords (line segments) 
of the polygon th a t divide the polygon into disjoint triangles 







Figure 1: Random D ata Connected via Triangulation Net
In Figure 1 , a sample triangulation network is displayed. It can be seen 
in the figure, the triangles produced are as close to equilateral triangles as 
the data  will allow. The definition of a triangulation is defined in term s of a 
polygon.
A polygon is defined by a  finite set of segments such th a t every segment 
extreme is shared by exactly two edges and no subset of edges has the same 
property.[14] Specifically, a triangle is a polygon with three lines segments 
connected at the endpoints of the line and contain no intersections of the three 
line segments. Now tha t we have defined a  triangulation, we will present in 
detail the Delaunay’s Triangulation Algorithm.
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The Delaunay’s Triangulation Algorithm generates a network of triangles 
so the minimum measure of angles of all the triangles is maximized in the 
triangulation. The D elaunay’s Algorithm will produce 3 N —6 triangles from a 
data  set containing N data points. The Delaunay’s Triangulation Algorithm 
takes a set of N data points and generates a list of triangles, representing the 
set of data points by using the MAX-MIN angle criteria. The MAX-MIN 
angle criteria maximized the minimum angles of each of the triangles in the 
triangulation. This criteria tends to generate triangles tha t are more or less 
equilateral. Specifically, the DTA does the following steps:
INITIALIZATION: For the initialization of the triangulation,
1. Find the minimum and maximum x values.
2. Separate all N points into a/ZV bins.
3. Points are ordered for increasing bin numbers and increasing 
x coordinate.
4. S tarting from the point with minimum x coordinate, the 
program looks for the boundary points which are ordered 
counterclockwise.
5. The points are reordered by putting the boundary points 
counterclockwise at the beginning of the list and then all 
others according to bin number.
6 . The boundary points are connected by straight line seg­
ments, obtaining a first triangulation, which then is opti­
mized according to the MAX-MIN angle criterion.
ITERATION: These steps are done in an iterative fashion,
1. Each new point of the list falls inside one of the existing 
triangles. The point is connected with the vertices of its 
enclosing triangle.
2. Step ITERATION (1) will produce up to four strictly convex 
quadrilaterals (three if the point falls inside an inner triangle,
. . . ) .  Each of these quadrilaterals has an alternate diagonal.
The diagonal must be swapped, if tha t is the situation, with 
its alternate to satisfy the MAX-MIN angle criteria.
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3. Each swap in step ITERATION (2 ) creates two new quadri­
laterals, for which a swap could occur.
4. The swapping procedure may propagate to the boundary of 
the domain.
5. If a new point in the list is available go to step ITERATION 
(1), else END. [11]
Initially, the DTA will create the convex hull, boundary line segments, of 
the data points. From the convex hull, the remaining internal data points 
are partitioned by line segments to form the set of triangles. The vertices of 
the triangles will be determ ined for each triangle in the triangulation. The 
set of triangle vertices comprise the output list from the triangulation. Since 
we can interpolate a plane through the vertices of a triangle and a normal 
more easily represents a plane, a normal vector is generated for each triangle. 
Two line segments lying in the plane, defined by the triangle vertices, are 
used to generate the normal vector. These line segments m ust originate from 
the same initial endpoint in order to correctly calculate the normal. The 
normal may represent a vector tha t is either directed into the plane or out 
of the plane. The normal th a t points out of the plane will be used. Once the 
normal for each triangle has been calculated, associate each normal vector 
to its corresponding triangle. After all the triangle plane normals have been 
generated, we need to identify the ‘neighboring triangles’.
A neighboring triangle is a triangle that shares at least one vertex with 
any other triangle. To find the neighboring triangles, scan the list of triangles, 
checking the set of vertices with the vertex in question. Identify each triangle
13
th a t has a vertex in common with the current triangle. This will produce 
a sublist of triangles which will represent a set of neighbors based upon a 
particular vertex.
0
Figure 2: Random D ata Connected via Triangulation Net
In Figure 2, vertex A is shared with triangles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 . This 
subset of triangles are considered to be the neighboring triangles with respect 
to  vertex A.
From the set of neighboring triangles, generate an average norm al vector 
a t each vertex of the triangle. The average normal is a resultant vector 
generated by combining all the neighboring triangle normals by applying 
the summing of  two vectors. To calculate this average normal vector, let us 
assume all neighboring triangle normal vectors are positioned at the vertex
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in question. Sum all the adjacent triangle normal vectors, by applying the 
sum m ing of two vectors rule, to calculate the average normal vector. This 
average normal will be associated with a specific vertex, tha t is, tied to 
th e  specific data point in the input data list. After the average normals is 
calculated, transform the average normal into a unit normal vector. In Figure 
2 , the average normal vector calculated from the set of neighboring triangles 
would be associated with vertex A.
Determ ine all the average normal vectors for each vertex in the data set. 
Therefore, because normals represent planes, each of the average normals 
will represent a plane at each of the vertices. These planes will pass through 
its respective vertex point and have its respective average normal. Once 
the  average normal is calculated at a particular vertex, it is not necessary 
to  recalculate this vertex average normal with respect to another triangle, 
since this vertex is shared based upon the definition of neighboring triangles. 
Explicitly, vertex A in Figure 2 represents one of the vertices of triangle 1, as 
well as one of the vertices for triangles 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ; so the average normal does 
not need to be recalculated. But, the two other vertex average normals need 
to  be calculated with a  different subset of neighboring triangles. Specifically, 
for any triangle in the triangulation, there will exist three average normal 
vectors at the vertices of the triangle, each of which representing a plane. 
In Figure 3, vectors n, m , and k are the average normal vectors for the 
three vertices of a particular triangle. The three resulting planes will be used
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to interpolate every point on the surface framed by the triangle vertices. In 
order to interpolate between these average normal, some additional equations 
need to be presented.
Figure 3: Triangle with Average Normals Associated to Vertices
If we s ta rt with our original equation of a plane
n\{x  -  xx) +  n2(y -  yi)  +  n 3 (zn -  zx) =  0 (4)
where Pj = (x l5 yi,  Zi), a triangle vertex point, and (x, y, z),  an arbitrary
point, are on the plane and n =  (n i, n 2, n3) is the normal to the plane. If 
we solve the equation for z, the following formula will be generated
ni n 2 , njxj  +  n2yi +  n 3 z x
zn =  x  y + --------------------------  5)
n3 n 3  n 3
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This equation represents the equation of a plane passing through vertex P\ 
and having normal ft.
Similarly, there exist equations for normal m  =  (m i , m 2, m 3) and vertex 
point P2 = {x2 , y 2, z2), as well as, norm al k =  (Aq, k2, k3) and P3 =  (.7 :3 , y3, z3). 
Points P i, P2, and P3  have the associated average normal vectors n, m, and 
k , respectively. These equations are as follows:
m i m 2 , m ix 2 +  m 2 y 2 +  m 3 z 2 . ..
 x  y + -----------------------------  (6 )
m 3  m 3  m 3
ki k 2 k \ x 3  +  k 2 y 3  +  k3 z3
zk = - T x - — y + -----------    (7)
h,3 k 3 a,3
Each of these equations (zn, zm, zk) represent the contributions of the
planes as we interpolate along line segments P\P 2 and P\P3. The next step
is to generate param etric equations to interpolate along line segments P\P 2
and P\P3. By taking our original param etric equations for £i(t )  and y\{t) and 
replacing these for the arbitrary points x and y, our equation for zn would 
be modified. The equations aq(t) and y\(t)  are the param etric formulas 
for moving between points aq and x 2, and ?q and y2, respectively, where 
Pi =  (aq ,2/ i , 2q) and P2 =  (x 2 , y 2 , z 2). The transformed equation would be 
the following:
aq(A) =  aq(l -  t) +  x 2t (8 )
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2/ i(0 =  2/i (1 -  0 +  2/2* (9)
(12),^ "i  ” 2 M  , n ^ j + n j i / i + n s z ,  ,im
- ( 0  = -------x A t ) -------2/ i ( 0  + --------------------------- (10)723 713 713
This equation has been labeled as z^1 2 ^(t) because it will be the interpo­
lation between vertex points 1 and 2. This equation represents the contri­
butions of the plane at point Pi as we move param etrically along the line
segment P1 P2 ■ Hence, the use of vector n , which is the average normal at 
point Pi. Now, we need an equation of a plane tha t param etrically interpo­
lates from point P2  to Pi, along line segment P1 P 2 .
( 2 1 )  m i  / . n  m 2  . m i x 2 +  m 2y 2 +  m 3z 2 . .
 ----- ®i(<)--------- 2 / 1  0  + ------------------------------  (11)m 3 rn3 m 3
Similarly, there exists two equations of a plane along line segment P 1 P3 , 
representing the param etric contributions from point Px and +3 , respectively. 
These equations + 13)(0  and -031)(0  use X2 (0  and j/2 ) instead of Xi(2) and 
yi(t),  because they represent the param etric movement between points Pi 
and P3 .
x 2 (t) =  a?i(1 -  t) +  x 3t 2/2(0 = 2/ i ( 1 - 0  +  2/3/ (12)
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,<■»> = +  ™  +  "**■ (13)
723 723 n 3
;|31) = - ^ ( i )  - r  ̂ (0 + hs+fos +i ^  (i4)
&3 &3 &3
Each of these equations, represent the contributions of the planes
as we move param etrically between point f and g, where f and g are the two 
end points of the line segment in question. The above equations indicate 
th a t we will be interpolating two curves along two line segments, P 1P 2 and
7 \ K -
If we look strictly at line segment P1P 2, we have two vertices, Pi and P2, 
with associated average normals, n and m . Each plane represented by the 
average normals will contribute something to the curve as we param etrically 
move along this line segment. So, in order to consolidate the contributions 
of the planes originating at points Pi and P2, equations and z^21) need 
to be combined. This will produce an equation of a curve along the line 
segment P 1P 2. This equation is combined as follows:
Z l { t )  = (1 -  f) * 2(12)(0  +  t  * Z {2 1 ] { t )  (15)
Figure 4 demonstrates the param etric curve between points Pi and P2. This
19







Figure 4: Surface Curve Segment z \ ( t )
Similarly, if we were to look at line segment P 1 P3 , an equation of the 
same form will be generated.
z 2 ( t )  -  ( 1  -  t )  *  +  t  *  z (3 l \ t )  (16)
Figure 5 dem onstrates the param etric curve between points Pj and P3. This 
curve is generated by the param etric equations x 2 ( t ) ,  r/2 ( ^ )  1 and z 2 ( t ) .
20
n
Figure 5: Surface Curve Segment z%{t)
The above equations [a?i(<), z i(t), %2 (t), 2/2(0) an<̂  22(i)] give us
two param etric curve data  points, one between Pi and P2, and the other 
between P\ and P3 . The next step is to interpolate param etrically between 
these two data  points. But before this can be done, we need to  generate a 
param etric average normal between the average normal vectors at points Pi 
and P 2 and between the average normal vectors at points Pi and P3. To 
find these average normals, the standard param etric equation (1) is used. 
The following are the param etric equations for the interm ediate param etric 
average normals, M  and N ,  where n, m , and k are the average normals at 
P i, P2, and P3.
Mi(<) =  n j( l  — t) 4- m i t  (17)
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M 2 (t) = n 2(l — t) + m 2t (18)
M 3 (t) -  n3(l -  t) + m 3t (19)
Ni( t )  — n i ( l  — t) +  kit  (20)
N 2 (t) =  n 2( 1 — t) + k^t (21)
N 3 {t) — ^ 3(1 — i) -f k3t (22)
The normals M  and N  are made up of the three components described 
above, tha t is, M  — (Mi,  M 2 , M 3 ) and N  =  (Nj,  Ni ,  N 3 ). Since normals 
represent planes, the param etric normals M  and N  depict the tangent planes 
with respect to the curve between points Pi and P2, and the curve between 
Pi and P3 . We now need to generate two equations of a plane, so tha t we 
can interpolate between these tangent planes.
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n
Figure 6 : Interm ediate Average Normals M  and N
So far, the equations dem onstrated move param etrically along either the 
line segment P\P 2 or P\Pz. The rem ainder of the algorithm deals with mov­
ing param etrically between these line segments. Moving along the two line 
segments used the param eter t for its calculations. We now introduce an ad­
ditional param eter u which will be used to move between the two param etric 
curve data  points found along the line segments P\P 2 and P1 P3 . The x and 
y coordinates for the two param eter equations are calculated as follows:
X (t, u) =  mi(<)(l — u) +  x 2 (t)u (23)
(24)
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To calculate the two param eter z coordinate, we need to use the new 
normals M  and N  and determine the contribution of each of the planes 
represented by these average normals. As before, two equations of a plane 
are needed, one from each of the param etric average normals, to interpolate 
between the two curve points. If we take the general equation of a plane, 
substitute the values for normal M ,  the param etric equations X (t,u ) and 
Y (t,u ), and £ i( i) , y i ( i ) ,  and z i ( t ) ,  the following equation is generated.
z ■(<,„) = —MlX(t.u) -  ^ Y ( i . u )  + M , x A t )  + (25)
v ' m 3 m 3 m 3 v '
This equation represents the tangent plane along the curve between points 
Pi and P2 .
Similarly, if we take the general equation of a plane, substitute the values 
for normal N , the param etric equations X (t,u ) and Y (t,u ), and £2(t), y2(t), 
and 2 2 (0 1 ^ e  following equation is generated.
Z2((,u) =  - ^ X ( i , u ) - ^ Y ( i , - ) + ^ M l ± ^ E ± ^ £ * )  (20)
i V  3  i V  3  J V  3
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This equation represents the tangent plane along the curve between points 
Pi and P3.
These equations are combined together param etrically, to form the equa­
tion for the z coordinate using the two param eters, t and u. The formula is 
as follows:
Z{t ,u )  = (1 -  u )Z a(t,u ) +  u Z 2 {t,u)  (27)
Now by using X (t,u ), Y (t,u ) and Z(t,u), any point on the surface can be 
determ ined by substituting values for t and u.
X(t.u), Y(t,u), Z(t,u) n
Figure 7: Curve Interpolated Between Interm ediate Normal M and N
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Figure 7 pictorially represents the interpolation between the two para­
m etric interm ediate average normals, M  and N ,  forming a curve, generated 
by the param etric equations X (t,u ), Y (t,u ) and Z (t,u ). As M  and N  move 
param etrically along P iP 2 and P 1P3, X (t,u ), Y (t,u ), Z (t,u) will generate 
curves making up the com plete surface patch.
This algorithm will generate a surface patch th a t passes through the data  
points P i, P 2, and P3. The vertices of the triangle will be intersected by the 
surface because the param etric equations X (t,u ), Y (t,u ) and Z(t,u) evaluate 
to Pi =  ( x i , y i , z i ) ,  P 2 =  (a;2,j/2, 22), and P3 =  (x 3 , y 3 , z 3) as the param eters 
t and u reach their extreme values, 0 and 1. Specifically, if t =  0 and either u 
=  0 or u =  1, point Pi will be generated; if t =  1 and u =  0, point P2 will be 
generated; and if t =  1 and u =  1, then point P3  will be generated. Figure 
8 shows the surface patch generated from the triangle ABC. This process of 
using X (t,u ), Y (t,u ), and Z (t,u ) with a triangle (its normals, its vertices, 
and param etric equations) is duplicated for every other triangle in the data  
set in order to generate the complete surface.
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Figure 8 : Three-Dimensional Surface Patch
4 T h ree  V ertex  In te rp o la tio n
The m ajor assumption taken in this algorithm is regardless of which of the 
three triangle vertices is used to initiate the interpolation, the same surface 
point, X (t,u ), Y (t,u ) and Z (t,u ), will be calculated. Testing this theory 
through implemention proves this is incorrect. The surface points generated, 
prim arily the z coordinate, will sometimes differ between 1 and 5 percent. 
The difference exists because of floating point round-off errors. While the 
interpolation is either at a vertex or is traveling along a line segment between 
two of the vertices, all three interpolations will return the same surface point.
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But as the three different interpolations parametrically approach the center of 
the surface patch, they will no longer be equivalent. To alleviate any discrep­
ancies, the average of the three interpolated surface points will be calculated. 
The algorithm provides one of the surface points, the surface points originat­
ing from the other two vertices will need to be generated. In order to evaluate 
these new points, the set of equations displayed in the algorithm will have 
to be duplicated for each of the other two vertices. These two new set of 
equations will each require a different pair of parametric variables, t and u, 
since the original variables create a surface point originating from vertex A. 
The following lemma and theorem will generate two new pairs of parametric 
variables (T, u ', t ' \  and u" in terms of the original t and u) representing the 
interpolation from vertex B and vertex C. The new pairs will provide the 
same interpolated point as the original t and u. These three sets of paramet­
ric variables will be used together to form three surface point approximations. 
Once all three surface points have been generated, they will be averaged, and 
therefore, represent an approximated surface point. The lemma will provide 
some preliminary information about similar triangles and some of their re­
lated properties. The theorem, using this relationship of similarity between 
triangles, will create the two new pairs of parametric variables.
L em m a  1 (S im ila r  T rian g les) Two triangles are s im ilar  i f  and only if  




Figure 9: Similar Triangles A B C  and A D E
Let line segments B C  and D E  be parallel. An example of similar triangles 
is demonstrated in Figure 9. Triangles ABC and ADE are similar because 
angles ABC and ADE are equivalent, angles ACB and AED are equivalent, 
and angles BAC and DAE are equivalent, since line segments B C  and D E  
are parallel. The lemma also states corresponding sides are proportional. It 
has been proven line segment A D  is proportional to A B .  The ratio between 
these two line segments is also equivalent to the ratios generated from line 
segments D E  and B C ,  and line segments A E  and AC.
T h e o re m  1 Given any point F  lying within a given triangle ABC, the point 
will always have the same (x,y) coordinate regardless of which vertex the 





Figure 10: Triangle ABC with Embedded Triangle ADE
Given a triangle with vertices A, B and C, and point F lying within the 
triangle, there exists a line segment passing through point F and is parallel 
to line segment BC.  This line segment will intersect line segments A B  and 
A C  at two points, D and E. Since line segment D E  is parallel to B C , we 
can say = ^  — b §  — t- This ratio, t, is a result of the similar triangles 
lemma. T hat is, A  A B C  is similar to A  A D E , which is w ritten like A A B C  «  
A A D E . Along line segment D E ,  we can also state  tha t ^  =  u. The ratios 
t and u along with the param etric line equations determ ine the value at point 
F, assuming the param etric equations originate from vertex point A.
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There also exists similar results generated from both points B and C in 
terms of the original t and u. To prove th a t point F  is reachable from B, 
lets assume there exists a line segment GH  parallel to line segment A C  and 
passes through point F.
Figure 11: Triangle with Segment Parallel to AC
This implies A A C B  «  A G H B  and ^  ^  Also, this
im pliesA A ED  «  A G F D  and ^  ^  but since ^  =  u, this implies
the other portion of the line segment, D F , would generate the ratio (1-u). 
S o m  = m  = %  = l - u - Then G F  = ( 1 ~  u)(AE),  bu t A E  =  t (AC).  
Therefore, G F  = (1 — u)t(AC).  Also from above, A D  =  t (A B ) ,  but this 
implies DG  — (1 — u){AD) = (1 — u) t(AB).  Since =  t this implies
AD  =  i ( A B ), the other portion of the line segment D B  m ust generate the
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ratio (1 - t). That is ^  =  1 — t, which implies D B  — (1 — t ) (AB).
The line segment B G  is made up of two segments D B  and DG, tha t is, 
B G  = D B  + D G  ^  (1 -  t ) (AB )  +  (1 -  u ) t ( A B ) =  (1 - t  + t -  tu ) (AB)  = 
(1 — tu ){AB)  which implies =  1 — tu  — t ' . From this it is implied 
tha t (1 — tu) — ^  which then implies G H  = (1 — tu)(AC).  If we look at 
A G H B  «  A A C B , this implies ^  — ^ 1 , which implies ^  — (i-Tu)(^§) =  
— u'. These two ratios, ^  =  1 — tu and ^  evaluate point F
in term s of the original t and u starting from vertex B.
To evaluate point F from vertex C, the same triangle is required, except 
the parallel line segment passing through F is parallel to AB .
A
C
Figure 12: Triangle with Segment Parallel to AB
From before ^  ^  ^  =  t and this implies A E  =  t (AC),  ^  =  u,
and ^  =  (1 — it). The A A E D  r* A IE F  implies ^  ^  =  tt, which
then implies / E  =  tt(A E). But A E =  t (AC)  which implies I E  =  iit(AC'). It 
can be seen that C l  = C E  + LE = ( A C - A E ) + 7 E  = A C  -  t (AC) + tu(AC)  
and C l  =  (1 — t +  tu)(AC).  This implies that =  (1 — t +  tu)  =  t", 
F I  = u ( A D ) and A D  =  t ( A B ) which implies F I  =  tu (AB) .  If we look at
A A C B  rj A IC K , then it is implied that ^  =  KL which implies
T R  =  (1 - t  + tu )(AB) .
Hence,
F I  _  tu (A B )  tu „
I K  (l — t + tu ) (AB )  1 — t + t u
These two ratios = (1 — t + tu) and evaluate point F in terms
of the original t  and u originating from vertex C.
To summarize this, any point within the triangle can be reached para­
metrically by using t and u, and initiating the param etric lines from vertex 
A. To reach the same point from vertex B, use param etric variables t' and 
u', where t' and u' are defined as:
/ . t — tu ,
t' =  1 -  tu u ' = - (28)
1 — tu
Also, to reach the same point from vertex C, use param etric variables t" and 
u", where t" and u" are defined as:
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Therefore, regardless of which vertex the interpolation is initiated the same 
coordinate point can be reached. □
To make sure that the same surface point is generated, an interpolation 
will be taken from all three vertices and averaged. Geometric continuity 
for the triangular surface will be guaranteed because of the averaging of the 
three interpolations. To achieve this continuity, the previously defined set of 
equations will be modified using the parametric variables t' and u', as well 
as, t" and u". The results of X (t,u ), X (/',u /) and X(t",u") will be summed 
and averaged. This will also occur for both Y (t,u ), Y a n d  Y (t",u"), 
and Z (t,u), and Z (t",u"). The following set of equations define the
other two interpolation directions, via vertices B and C, in terms of u \  t", 
and u".
The interpolation from vertex B will parametrically interpolate along line 
segments P2P3 and P2 P\. The set of equations are the same as the algo­
rithm generated, except the parametric variables, t and u, are replace with 
t 1 and u 1; the data points, (.iq, 1/1,2 1), (£2,2/2,22), (23,2/3,23), are replace with 
(£2,2/2,22), (£3,2/3,23), (£1,2/1,21); and the average normals, n, m , k, are 
replaced with m, k , n. The intermediate average normal M  and N  are para­
metrically generated between average normals at points P2 and P3, and P2 
and P i . By replacing all of these values, the following set of equations are 
generated.
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E quations In terp olatin g  from  B using t '  and u '
x 3(t') -  x 2( l  -  t') +  x 3t' (30)
2/3(0 =  2/2 ( 1  -  t') +  y3t' (31)
X ^ ( t ' )  —  x 2 ( l  — t ' )  +  X i t ' (32)
2/4(0 =  2/2 ( 1  - 2 ' )  +  yi t '  (33)
z (. »((<) =  _!!■*,(<') _  ’O ly t f )  +  "■ * ■ + ” « < ■ + "3 *
n3 n 3 n3
„<=■>(;') =  -  ^ % 4((') +  m ' I ;  +  m ^  +  m 3g2 (35)
m3 m3 m 3
m3 m3 m 3
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z 3 (t') = (1 -  t') * z^2 3 ')(t/) - f i '  * z(32) ( 0  (38)
*4( 0  =  (1 -  0  * *(21)( 0  +  ?  * z ^ ( f )  (39)
M ±{t ) =  W i(l — t ;) +  kit '  (40)
M B(t’) = m 2(l -  ?)  +  k2f  (41)
M 6 (t') =  m 3( 1 -  t') +  V  (42)
_/V4( 0  =  m i( l -  t') +  n O  (43)
N 5 (t') =  m 2(l -  0  +  n 2 t' (44)
Ne{t') =  7713(1 — /') +  n 3 t' (45)
X(t ' ,u ' )  =  a'3(i') ( l — u') +  x .\{t')u (46)
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Y(i{', u') =  y3(i ' ) ( 1 “  u ') +  2 /4^ 'K  (47)
7 3 ( , 1  I' ,/> I +  M 2 y 3 (t') +  M 3 z3 (t')
(48)
M/v '\ ^ v / 4 ' 1 1 N i x 4 (t') +  N 2 y4 (t') +  N 3 z 4 (t')Z4 ( O ' )  =  - ^ X ( i ' , t i ' )  -  ^ Y ( T , u ')  +
7V3 v ’ ' Ns K ’ '  N 3
(49)
Z(*',«') =  (1 -  u,)Z3(</, tt') +  uZ 4(t', u ') (50)
The interpolation from vertex C will param etrically interpolate along 
line segments P3 P\ and -P3/ 2• The set of equations are the same as the 
algorithm generated, except the param etric variables, t and u, are replace 
with t" and u " ;  the data  points, ( a q ,  y 4, zi), {x2, 2/2,  z 2) ,  ( ^ 3 , 2 / 3 ,  2 3 ) ,  are replace 
with (x 3 , y 3 , z 3), (aq,jq,.sq), (x 2 , y 2 , z 2)\ and the average normals, n, ?n, &, 
are replaced with k, n, m. The interm ediate average normal M  and N  are 
param etrically generated between average normals at points P3  and Pi, and 
P3  and P2. By replacing all of these values, the following set of equations are 
generated.
E q u a tio n s  In te rp o la t in g  fro m  C usin g  t" a n d  u"
%5(t") = ^3(1 -  t")  +  Xit"
ys( t")  =  2/3(1 - O  +  2/i*"
x 6(t") =  x 3 ( l  —  t")  +  X2t"
ye{t")  =  2/3(1 -  t") +  y 2t"
* 0 3 ) ( i" )  =  _  ^ y s (*") +  ^ix1 + n 2y1 + n 3z1
,(3D ( 0  =  _ ^ l s ((») -  £ * ( ( » )  +  ^ 3  +  ^ 3 +  ^ 3
^3 ^3 &3
=  _ !2 i j .  ((") _ ! % ( ( » )  +  ^  +  ^  +  ^
m 3 m3 m3
/j//n , kix 3 "1 k2y3 -)- k3z3
z {32)( n  = - j - Xe ( n - f y 6( n  +
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*6( 0  =  (1 -  t") * z ^ 2\ t " )  +  f" * *(23)(i") (60)
M 7{t") = h { \ - t " ) + n 1t" (61)
M 8(t") = k2(l -  t") + n 2t" (62)
M 9(t") = k3{ l - t " )  + n 3t" (63)
N 7{t") = k ^ l  -  t") + (64)
N 8(t") = k2{ l - t " )  + m 2t" (65)
N 9(t") = k3(l -  t") + m 3t" (66)
X( t" ,u " )  = x 5(t"){ 1 -  u") +  x 6{t")u" (67)
Y { t" ,u " )  =  y i { t " ) { \ - u “) +  y6[t")u" (68)
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7 S(+" "'i i M i x s(t") + M 2 y 5 {t") + M 3 z 5 (t")& (t ,u  ) = - t t - X ( 2  ,u  {t , u  ) + ---------------
M 3  M 3 M ,
(69)
7 6 ( N 2 Y , „ //\ . ^ i® 6(i") +  N 2 ye{t") +  N 3 z 6 (t")
L  "  ) =  - T r X (* ’u ) ~  TTY (i >u ) + --------------
(70)
Z ( i" ,«") =  (1 -  u")Z5(t", u") +  u Z 6 (t", u") (71)
There will also exist smoothness and geometric continuity between trian­
gular surface patches. The interpolation along the line segment connecting 
two of the vertices for a particular triangle will automatically blend with the 
surface patch from the neighboring triangle along this line segment. This is 
possible because we are interpolating between two line segment end points 
with average normals which will be identical in adjacent triangles. That 
is, neighboring triangles share a common line segment, as well as, common 
vertex average normals, and thus the interpolation for the average normal 
will change in a continuous manner and will be the same for both triangles. 
Therefore, the overall surface will be continuous between triangular surface 
patches.
5 C o n c lu sio n
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The main focus of this thesis was to design and implement a new surface 
estim ation algorithm using parametric line equations. This surface estim a­
tion algorithm does not require uniformly space data. By not having this 
restriction, allows the data samples to be in a scattered or non-rectangular 
grid. This feature is very beneficial for surface estim ation of a rough terrain. 
Estim ating a rough terrain is difficult with surface estimation algorithms that 
require the data samples to be in a rectangular grid, since obtaining data in 
this environment is sometimes difficult, if not impossible.
This surface estim ation algorithm presented is considered to be a ‘perfect’ 
determ inistic interpolator, since all the data points will be passed through 
by the surface, the surface estimation algorithm does not require
1. uniform data sampling space
2. control points to attract the curve to a single or set of data points
3. any inverting of large matrices
In summary, the steps of the surface estimation algorithm are:
1. take a set of N scattered input data points each comprised a Cartesian 
coordinate
2. triangularize the data using the Delaunay’s Triangulation Algorithm
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3. generate the normals associated to the triangles
4. calculate the average normals based upon the neighboring triangles, 
associate the average normal with its corresponding vertex, and trans­
form the associated average normals to unit normal vectors
5. parametrically identify surface points X (t,u), Y(t,u) and Z(t,u), X(P,u'), 
Y a n d  Z(t',u'), and X(t",u"), Y (t",u") and Z(t",u"). Average the 
three surface point estim ates. Plot the average surface point.
6. repeat step (5) for every triangle to generate the complete surface.
6 F u rth er R esea rch
This surface estimation algorithm needs to be compared to other surface 
estimation algorithms. This comparison should analyze the tim e/space com­
plexity between the algorithms. By this complexity review, it can be deter­
mined whether the Parametric Surface Estimation algorithm measures up to 
the existing algorithms.
Also, future research is needed to determine whether or not geometric 
continuity across the surface can be achieved by not interpolating from all 
three vertices.
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7 Surface E stim a tio n  E x a m p le
As an example, assume we have the following set of data points: P\ — 
(0, 0, 0), P 2 =  (10, 0, 0), P3 =  (10, 10, 0), P4 =  (0, 10, 0), and P 5 =  (5, 5, 15). 




Figure 13: Triangulation Network Generated from Sample Data
and the combined surface patches estimated by this triangulation would 
appear as:
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(5 ,5 , 10)
(0,10,0) ( 10,0 ,0)
(0,0,0)
Figure 14: Three-Dimensional Surface Generated from Sample Data
A  A P P E N D IX
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* "Parametric Surface Estimation"
*
* U n ivers ity  of Nevada, Las Vegas
*
* January 1, 1993
*
*
* System d ef in e  v a lu es ,  macro d e f in i t i o n s ,  s tru ctu re  d ec la ra t io n s
* and fu n c t io n  prototypes for  Parametric Surface Estimation Algorithm.
*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
# d ef in e  TRUE 1
#define  FALSE 0
# d efin e  MAX_DATA_POINTS 100
# d efin e  MAX_TRIANGLES (2 * MAX_DATA_POINTS)
# d efin e  NEXT_PARM(a ,b , t ) ( ( a ) * ( 1 . 0 - t )  + ( b ) * ( t ) )
# d efin e  BRIGHT.GREEN 10
#d ef in e  WHITE IS
# d efin e  RADS_T0_DEG 57.29578 /*  conversion fo r  degrees to  radians */  
typedef s tr u c t  coordinate
4
f l o a t  x_coord; 
f l o a t  y_coord; 
f l o a t  z_coord;
> COORDINATE;
typedef s tr u c t  vertex
in t  v e r te x l ;  
in t  vertex2;  
in t  vertex3;
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> VERTEX;
typedef s tr u c t  normal 
{
f l o a t  x_coord; 
f l o a t  y_coord; 
f l o a t  z_coord;
} NORMAL;






typedef s tr u c t  screen_coord  
{
in t  x_coord,
y_coord;
> SCREEN_COORD;
typedef s tr u c t  edge_coord 
{
in t  s ta r t_ p o in t ,
end_point;
}  EDGE.COORD;
/*  t r ia n g le  {po in t  index 1 ,2 ,3 ;  adjacent t r ia n g le s  for  edge 1 ,2 ,3 }  
use l in k ed  l i s t  * /  
typedef s tr u c t  t r ia n g le  
{
in t  P [3] ;
s tr u c t  t r ia n g le  _far  *E[3]; 
in t  v i s i t ;
}  TRIANGLE;
typedef s tr u c t  boundary 
{
in t  P [2] ;
TRIANGLE _far  * t ; 
s tru c t  boundary _far *next; 
} BOUNDARY;
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typedef s tru c t  stack  
{
in t  Edge;
TRIANGLE _far *tO; 
TRIANGLE _far * t l ;  
s tr u c t  stack _far *prev;
> STACK;
typedef s tru ct  queue
TRIANGLE _far *t; 
s tr u c t  queue _far  *next;
> QUEUE;
in t  ReadData( void );
in t  MaxMin( void );
in t  T riangulation( void );
in t  I n i t i a l i z e (  void );
in t  MainWindow( void );
in t  Traverse( TRIANGLE _far  *, in t  );
in t  Draw( TRIANGLE _far  *, in t  );
in t  In ser tP o in t(  in t  );
in t  OutBoundary( in t  );
in t  InTriangle( TRIANGLE _far  **, f l o a t ,  f l o a t  ); 
in t  F irs tT r ian g le (  void );
in t  I n L e f t ( f lo a t ,  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  f l o a t  );
in t  S p litT r ia n g le (  TRIANGLE _far *, TRIANGLE _ far  **,
TRIANGLE _far **, TRIANGLE _ far  **, in t  ); 
in t  S p litT r ia n g le2 (  TRIANGLE _far  *, TRIANGLE _far  **,
TRIANGLE _far  **, TRIANGLE _far  **, TRIANGLE _far  **, in t  ); 
in t  Swap( i n t ,  TRIANGLE _far **, TRIANGLE _far ** ); 
in t  SwapEdge( TRIANGLE _far  **, TRIANGLE _far  **, in t  ); 
in t  C r ite r ia (  TRIANGLE _far  *, TRIANGLE _far  *, in t  ); 
in t  Concave( TRIANGLE _ far  *, TRIANGLE _far  *, in t  );  
in t  FindBound( i n t ,  BOUNDARY _far ** );  
in t  PointNumber( TRIANGLE _far *, in t  ); 
in t  In itS tack (  void );
in t  Push( i n t ,  TRIANGLE _far *, TRIANGLE _far  * ); 
in t  Pop( in t  *, TRIANGLE _ far  **, TRIANGLE _ far  ** ); 
in t  EmptyStack( void );
in t  CheckStack( TRIANGLE _far  *, TRIANGLE _far  * );
in t  SameTriangle( STACK _far *, TRIANGLE _far *, TRIANGLE _far * );
in t  InitQueue( void );
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in t  EmptyQueue( void );
in t  EnQueue( TRIANGLE _far * );
in t  OutQueue( TRIANGLE _far ** );
f lo a t  D istance(  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  f l o a t  );
in t  w line(  i n t ,  i n t ,  in t  );
in t  wpoint( i n t ,  in t  );
void e r r o r ( char * )
End of Listing 1 -  SURFACE.H
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#include < std lib .h >
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>








in t  Triangle_count = 0; 
in t  Max_points = 0; 
extern TRIANGLE _far  ^Triangle; 
extern in t  AxisLength;
extern s tr u c t  
{
in t  x ; 
in t  y;
> or ig in ;
COORDINATE Worldmin, Screenmin; 
COORDINATE Worldmax, Screenmax;
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COORDINATE P o in t [ MAX_DATA_POINTS ] ;  
COORDINATE Normal[ MAX.TRIANGLES ];
COORDINATE Avg_normal[ MAX_DATA_POINTS ] ;  
double Cos5degrees, Sin5degrees;
double Cos30degrees, S in30degrees;
double Cos_factor, S in _ fa cto r ,  Foreshort;
f l o a t  X_Factor, Y_Factor;
void main( i n t ,  char ** );
in t  read_input_data( void );
void check_min_max_coordinate( COORDINATE * );
in t  t r ia n g u la r iz e (  void );
in t  calc_normals( void  );
in t  calc_avg_normals( void );
in t  n e igh b orin g_tr ian g le(  COORDINATE *, TRIANGLE _far  * ); 
in t  in te r p o la te (  void  );
in t  ge t_p rojected _p oin t(  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  SCREEN_COORD * );
in t  p lo t_ p o in ts (  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  in t  );
in t  World_to_Screen( COORDINATE *, SCREEN.COORD * );
void PlotDot ( i n t ,  i n t ,  in t  );
in t  t r a n s la te _ p lo t (  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,
f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  f l o a t ,  i n t ,  in t  );
void main( in t  argc, char **argv )
{
s tr u c t  v id eocon f ig  g r_ in fo ,  _ far  *p_gr;
read_input_data(); 
t r ia n g u la r iz e O  ; 
calc_norm als() ;  
calc_avg_normals();
_setvideomode (_MRES16C0L0R);
p_gr = _ getv id eocon fig  (&gr_info);
_ se t lo g o r g (  (short)(p_gr->nu m xp ixels /2 ) ,
(short)(p_gr->num ypixels /2)  );
o r ig in .x  = p_gr->numxpixels /  2; 
o r ig in .y  = p_gr->numypixels /  2;
AxisLength = ( i n t ) (  ( f l o a t )  p_gr->numypixels * 0 .4 ) ;
/*  Generate minimum and maximum screen values * /
Screenmin.x_coord = ( f l o a t )  - (p _gr->n u m xp ixe ls /2 );
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Screenmin.y_coord = ( f l o a t )  -(p_gr->n um ypixe ls /2 ); 
Screenmax.x_coord = ( f l o a t )  (p_gr->num xpixels/2); 
Screenmax.y_coord = ( f l o a t )  (p_gr->num ypixels/2);
Worldmax.x_coord *= 4 
Worldmax.y_coord *= 4 
Worldmax.z_coord *= 4
Worldmin.x_coord /= 4 
Worldmin.y_coord /=  4 
Worldmin.z_coord /=  4
X_Factor = ( ( f l o a t )  p_gr->numxpixels /
(Worldmax.x_coord -  Worldmin.x_coord));
Y_Factor = ( ( f l o a t )  p_gr->numypixels /
(Worldmax,z_coord -  Worldmin.z_coord));
_setbkco lor(  _BLACK );
_ se tc o lo r (  BRIGHT_GREEN );
_ se ta c t iv ep a g e(  0 );
_cleaxscreen(_GCLEARSCREEN);
in te r p o la te ( ) ;  
g etch O  ;
_setvideomode (_DEFAULTHODE); 
e x i t (  0 );







INPUT: Raw data p o in ts
OUTPUT: L is t  of data p o in ts
FUNCTION: Read data p o in ts
r e g i s t e r  in t  i;  
in t  r e tv a l;
FILE * i n f i l e ;
char path[FILENAME_MAX];
s tr c p y ( path, "SURFACE.DAT" );




Worldmax. x_coord = FLT_MIN;
Worldmax.y_coord = FLT_MIN;
Worldmax.z_coord = FLT_MIN;
Cos5degrees = cos(  5 .0  /  RADS_T0_DEG );
Sin5degrees = s in (  5 .0  /  RADS_T0_DEG );
Cos30degrees = cos( 30 .0  /  RADS_T0_DEG );
Sin30degrees = s in (  30 .0  /  RADS_T0_DEG );
Foreshort = 0.5;
C os_factor = Foreshort * Cos30degrees;
S in _ fa cto r  = Foreshort * S in30degrees;
i f ( (  i n f i l e  = fopen( path, "rt" ))  == NULL )
p r in t f  ( " \n \n \7 \7  UNABLE TO OPEN DATA FILE — '/.s", path ); 
e x i t (  -1 ) ;
>
Max_points = i  = 0; 
w h ile ( 1 )
i f ( (  r e tv a l  = f s c a n f (  i n f i l e ,  '"/,f '/,f ’/,f",
& P oint[i] .x_coord , & P o in t [ i ] . y .coord,
f tP o in t [ i ] . z_coord ))  != 3 )
break;
check_min_max_coordinate( &Point[i] ); 
i+ + ;
>
Max_points = i ;  
f c l o s e (  i n f i l e  ); 
re tu r n ( 1 );
>
void  check_rain_max_coordinate( COORDINATE *point )
/*
* INPUT: A data point
* OUTPUT: Minimum and Maximum data p o in ts
*
* FUNCTION: Determine minimum and maximum data po ints  
* /
i f (  point->x_coord < Worldmin.x_coord )
Worldmin.x_coord = point->x_coord;
i f (  point->x_coord > Worldmax.x_coord )
Worldmax.x_coord = point->x_coord;
i f (  point->y_coord < Worldmin.y_coord )
Worldmin.y_coord = point->y_coord;
i f (  point->y_coord > Worldmax.y_coord )
Worldmax.y_coord = point->y_coord;
i f (  point->z_coord < Worldmin.z_coord )
Worldmin.z_coord = point->z_coord;




in t  t r ia n g u la r iz e (  void )
{
/*
* INPUT: L is t  of data po ints
* OUTPUT: L is t  of t r ia n g le s  and v e r t ic e s
*
* FUNCTION: T riangularize  data p o in ts  in to  tr ia n g le s
* /
r e g i s t e r  in t  i ;
p r in t f (" P le a se  W a it . . . \n " ) ;
F ir s tT r ia n g le ( );
/*  Insert  the fo l lo w in g  Points in to  the tr ia n g le  network 
fo r (  i  = 3; i  < Max_points; i++ )




in t  calc_normals()
{
/ *
* INPUT: L is t  of t r ia n g le s  and v e r t ic e s
* OUTPUT: Normal vec tors  a sso c ia ted  to  t r ia n g le s
*
* FUNCTION: C alculate  normal plane vectors  from two l i n e
* segments from a t r ia n g le  based upon th e  cross
* product of  two v ec to rs .
*/
r e g i s t e r  in t  i  = 0, index; 
in t  v i s i t e d  = 100;
COORDINATE A, B, C, AB, AC;
TRIANGLE _far *t;
t  = Triangle;
/*  push the  f i r s t  t r ia n g le  in  queue * /
InitQueueQ ;
EnQueue( t  ) ;
do
0utQueue( let );
t - > v i s i t  = v i s i t e d ;
A = P o in t [ t->P[0] ] ;
B = P o in t [ t - > P [ l ]  ] ;
C = Point [ t->P [2] ] ;
AB.x_coord = B.x_coord - A.x_coord;
AB.y_coord = B.y_coord - A.y_coord;
AB.z_coord = B.z_coord - A,z_coord;
AC.x_coord = C.x_coord - A. x_coord;
AC.y_coord = C.y_coord - A.y_coord;
AC.z_coord = C.z_coord - A.z_coord;




/*  Find cross  product — AB x AC * /
Normal[i].x_coord = (AB.y_coord*AC.z_coord) -
(AB.z_coord*AC. y_coord); 
Normal[i].y_coord = (AB.z_coord*AC.x_coord) -
(AB. x_coord*AC. z_coord); 





/*  Find cross  product — AC x AB * /
Norm al[i] .x_coord = (AC.y_coord*AB.z_coord) -
(AC.z_coord*AB.y_coord); 
Normal[i].y_coord = (AC.z_coord*AB.x_coord) -
(AC.x_coord*AB.z_coord); 
Norm al[i] .z_coord = (AC.x_coord*AB.y_coord) -
(AC.y_coord*AB.x_coord);
fo r (  index = 0; index < 3; index++ )
{  /*  i f  edge has no neighbor or the edge has not been v i s i t e d  * /
i f ( (  t - > E [ in d e x ] ) - > v i s i t  != v i s i t e d  &&




> while ( ! EmptyQueueQ ); 
retu rn ( 1 );
in t  calc_avg_norm als()
/ *
* INPUT: L is t  o f  t r ia n g le s ,  v e r t i c e s ,  and normals
* OUTPUT: Average normal vectors a s so c ia te d  to  v e r t ic e s
*
* FUNCTION: C alcu late  average normal plane vectors  from
* neighboring t r i a n g l e s ’ normal v ec tors .
* /
r e g i s t e r  in t  i ,  index, j = 0;
in t  v i s i t e d  = 50;
COORDINATE P;
TRIANGLE _far  *t;
fo r (  i  = 0; i  < Max_points; i++ )
t




t  = Triangle;  
j = 0;
/*  push the f i r s t  t r ia n g le  in  queue * /
In itQ ueue();




t - > v i s i t  = v i s i t e d ;
i f (  n e ig h b or in g_tr ian g le (  &P, t  ) )
t
Avg_normal[i].x_coord += Norm al[j]. x_coord; 
Avg_normal[i].y_coord += Norm al[j]. y_coord; 
Avg_normal[i].z_coord += Normal[j].z_coord;
>
fo r (  index = 0; index < 3; index++ )
{
/*  i f  edge has no neighbor or the edge has not been v i s i t e d  * /  
i f ( (  t - > E [ in d e x ] ) - > v i s i t  != v i s i t e d  &&
( t->E[index] ) != NULL
EnQueue( t ->E [index] );
>
j ++;
]■ while  ( ! EmptyQueueO );
v i s i t e d + + ;
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>
re tu rn ( 1 );
>
in t  n e ighboring_tr iang le(  COORDINATE *data_pt, TRIANGLE _far  * t  )
{
/ *
* INPUT: A data po in t  and a t r ia n g le  from tr ia n g u la t io n  network
* OUTPUT: Return 1 i f  data po in t  i s  one of  the  t r ia n g le s  v e r t i c e s ,
* 0 otherwise.
*
* FUNCTION: Determine whether or not the data p o in t  i s  a vertex  of
* the t r ia n g le .  I f  i t  i s ,  then data po in t  i s  part o f  the
* neighboring t r ia n g le  su b se t ,  e l s e  data po in t  i s  not a
* neighbor.
* /
in t  v e r t e x l ,  ver tex2 ,  vertex3;
v e r te x l  = t -> P [0 ] ;  
vertex2 = t - > P [ l ] ;  
vertex3 = t -> P [2 ];
i f (  P o in t[  v e r te x l  ] .x_coord == data_pt->x_coord &&
PointC v e r te x l  ] .y_coord  == data_pt->y_coord &&
P o in t [ v e r te x l  ] .z _ c o o r d  == data_pt->z_coord )
retu rn ( 1 );
e l s e  i f (  P o in t [ vertex2 ].x_coord  == data_pt->x_coord &Sc 
P o in t [ vertex2  ] .y_coord  == data_pt->y_coord &&
P o in t [ vertex2  ] .z_ co o rd  == data_pt->z_coord )
re tu rn ( 1 );
e l s e  i f (  Point [ vertex3 ].x_coord  == data_pt->x_coord &&
P o in t [ vertex3  ] .y_coord == data_pt->y_coord &&
P o in t [ vertex3 ] .z_ co o rd  == data_pt->z_coord )
re tu rn ( 1 ); 
retu rn ( 0 );
>
in t  in te r p o la te ( void )
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/ *
* INPUT: L is t  of data p o in t s ,  t r ia n g le s ,  v e r t i c e s ,  normal vectors
* and average normal vectors
* OUTPUT: Surface p o in ts  X ( t ,u ) ,  Y ( t ,u ) ,  Z (t ,u )
*
* FUNCTION: C alculate new surface  po in t  from data p o in t s ,  t r ia n g le s ,
* v e r t i c e s ,  normal vectors  and average normal vectors
* from a t r ia n g le .
* /
r e g i s t e r  in t  i ,  index;
in t  f i r s t ,  v i s i t e d  = 10;
in t  v e r t e x l ,  vertex2 , vertex3;
in t  co lor  = 0;
f l o a t  t ,  u, v , w, r ,  s;
f l o a t  x l ,  y l ,  z l ,  z_12t, z_13 t ,  x2, y2, z2 , z_21 t ,  z_31t;
f l o a t  x3, y3, z3 ,  z_12v, z_23v, x4, y4, z4 , z_21v, z_32v;
f l o a t  x5, y5, z5 , z_13r, z_23r, x6, y6, z6 , z_31r, z_32r;
f l o a t  X_tu, Y_tu, Z_tu, Z l_tu , Z2_tu;
f l o a t  X_vw, Y_vw, Z_vw, Zl_vw, Z2_vw;
f l o a t  X_rs, Y_rs, Z_rs, Z l_rs ,  Z2_rs;
COORDINATE p t l ,  p t2 , p t 3 , norml, norm2, norm3;
COORDINATE Ht, Nt, Mv, Nv, Mr, Nr;
SCREEN_C00RD scn_pt, patchl_beg, patchl_end, patch2_beg, patch2_end; 
SCREEN_C00RD patch3_beg, patch3_end;
TRIANGLE _far  * t r i ;
t r i  = Triangle;
/*  push the f i r s t  t r ia n g le  in  queue * /
In itQ u eu eO ;
EnQueue( t r i  );
do
{
0utQueue( f ttr i  );
t r i - > v i s i t  = v i s i t e d ;
v e r te x l  = tr i-> P [0 ]  
vertex2 = t r i - > P [ l ]  
vertex3 = tr i-> P [2 ]
p t l  = P o in t [ v er tex l  ] ;  
norml = Avg_normal[ v e r te x l  ] ;
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/*  Always use the  l e f t  most vertex from s ta r t in g  point during 
in te r p o la t io n  * /
/ *  i f  po int a t  vertex3  i s  l e f t  of l i n e  segment P1P2 * /  
i f (  InL eft(  P o in t[v er tex 3 ] ,x _ co o rd , P o in t[vertex3] ,y_coord ,
P o in t [v e r te x l] ,x _ co o r d ,  P o in t[v er tex l] .y _ co o rd ,  
P o in t[ver tex2 ] .x_coord , Po in t[vertex2] .y_coord  ))
pt2 = P o in t [ vertex3  ] ;  
pt3 = P o in t [ vertex2  ] ;  
norm2 = Avg_normal[ vertex3 ] ;  
norm3 = Avg_normal[ vertex2 ] ;
>
e l s e
pt2 = P o in t [ vertex2 ] ;  
pt3 = P o in t [ vertex3 ] ;  
norm2 = Avg_normal[ vertex2 ] ;  
norm3 = Avg_normal[ vertex3 ] ;
>
_ s e tc o lo r (  BRIGHT_GREEN + color );
i f (  ++color > 15 ) co lor  = 0;
fo r (  t  = 0.0F; t  <= 1.0F; t  += 0.05F )
x l  = NEXT_PARM( p t l .x _ co o rd ,  pt2 .x_coord , t  );
x2 = NEXT_PARM( p t l .x _ co o rd ,  pt3 .x_coord , t  );
y l  = NEXT_PARM( p t l .y _ co o rd ,  pt2 .y_coord , t  );
y2 = NEXT_PARM( p t l .y _ co o rd ,  pt3 .y_coord , t  );
Mt.x_coord = NEXT_PARM( norml.x_coord, norm2.x_coord, t  );
Mt.y_coord = NEXT_PARM( norml.y_coord, norm2.y_coord, t  );
Mt.z_coord = NEXT_PARM( norml.z_coord, norm2.z_coord, t  );
Nt.x_coord = NEXT_PARM( norml.x.coord, norm3.x_coord, t  );
Nt.y_coord = NEXT_PARM( norml.y_coord, norm3.y_coord, t  );
Nt.z_coord = NEXT_PARM( norml.z_coord, norm3.z_coord, t  );
z_12t = - (  norml.x_coord/norml.z_coord) * x l  -  
( norml. y_coord/norml.z.coord) * y l  +
( norml,x_coord*ptl.x_coord + 
norml. y_coord*ptl.y_coord +
norml. z_coord*pt1 ,z_coord ) /norml.z_coord;
z_21t = - (  norm2.x_coord/norm2.z_coord) * x l  -  
( norm2.y_coord/norm2.z_coord) * y l  +
( norm2.x_coord*pt2.x_coord + 
norm2.y_coord*pt2.y_coord +
norm2.z_coord*pt2 .z_coord ) /norm2. z_coord;
z_13t = - (  norml.x_coord/norml.z_coord) * x2 -
( norml.y_coord/norml.z_coord) * y2 +
( norm l.x_coord*ptl.x_coord + 
norml.y_coord*ptl.y_coord +
norm l,z_coord*ptl.z_coord ) /norml.z_coord;
z_31t = - (  norm3.x_coord/norm3.z_coord) * x2 -  
( norm3.y_coord/norm3.z_coord) * y2 +
( norm3.x_coord*pt3.x_coord + 
norm3.y_coord*pt3.y_coord +
norm3.z_coord*pt3.z_coord )/norm3.z_coord;
z l  = ( 1 - t )  * z_12t + t  * z_21t;
z2 = ( 1 - t )  * z_13t + t  * z_31t;
fo r (  i  = 0, u = 0.0F; i  <= 100; i  += 10, u += 0.1F )
{
v = 1 -  t  + t  * u;
w = ( v != 0 ) ? (1 -  t )  /  v : 0;
r  = 1 -  t  * u;
s = ( r != 0 ) ? ( t  -  ( t  * u ))  /  r : s = 0;
x3 = NEXT_PARM( p t2 .x_coord , p t3 .x_coord, v );
x4 = NEXT_PARM( pt2 .x_coord , p t l .x _ co o rd ,  v );
x5 = NEXT_PARM( p t3 .x_coord , p t l .x _ co o rd ,  r  );
x6 = NEXT_PARH( pt3 .x_coord , p t2 .x_coord, r  );
y3 = NEXT_PARM( p t2 .y_coord , pt3 .y_coord , v );
y4 = KEXT_PARM( p t2 .y_coord , p t l .y _ co o rd ,  v );
y5 = NEXT_PARM( p t3 .y_coord , p t l .y _ co o rd ,  r  );
y6 = NEXT_PARM( p t3 .y_coord , pt2 .y_coord , r  );
Mv.x_coord =
NEXT_PARH( norm2,x_coord, norm3.x_coord, v ) 
Mv.y_coord =
NEXT_PARM( norm2.y_coord, norm3.y_coord, v ) 
Mv.z_coord =
NEXT_PARM( norm2.z_coord, norm3.z_coord, v )
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Mr.x_coord =
NEXT_PARM( norm3.x_coord, norml.x_coord, r );
Mr.y_coord =
NEXT_PARM( norm3.y_coord, norml.y_coord, r );
Mr.z_coord =
NEXT_PARM( norm3.z_coord, norml.z_coord, r );
Nv.x_coord =
NEXT_PARM( norm2.x_coord, norml.x_coord, v );
Nv.y_coord =
NEXT_PARM( norm2.y_coord, norml. y_coord, v );
Nv.z_coord =
NEXT_PARM( norm2.z_coord, norml.z_coord, v );
Nr.x_coord =
NEXT_PARM( norm3.x_coord, norm2.x_coord, r );
Nr.y_coord =
NEXT_PARM( norm3.y_coord, norm2.y_coord, r );
Hr.z_coord =
NEXT_PARM( norm3.z_coord, norm2.z_coord, r );
z_12v = - (  norml.x_coord/norml.z_coord) * x4 -  
( norml.y_coord/norml.z_coord) * y4 +
( norml.x_coord*pti.x_coord + 
norml. y_coord*ptl.y_coord +
norml.z_coord*pt1 .z_coord ) /norm l. z_coord;
z_21v = - (  norm2.x_coord/norm2.z_coord) * x4 -  
( norm2.y_coord/norm2.z_coord) * y4 +
( norm2.x_coord*pt2.x_coord + 
norm2.y_coord*pt2.y_coord +
norm2. z_coord*pt2. z_coord ) /norm2. z_coord;
z_23v = - (  norm2.x_coord/norm2.z_coord) * x3 -  
( norm2.y_coord/norm2.z_coord) * y3 +
( norm2.x_coord*pt2.x_coord + 
norm2. y_coord*pt2.y_coord +
norm2.z_coord*pt2. z_coord ) /norm2. z_coord;
z_32v = - (  norm3.x_coord/norm3.z_coord) * x3 -  
( norm3.y_coord/norm3.z_coord) * y3 +
( norm3.x_coord*pt3.x_coord + 
norm3.y_coord*pt3.y_coord +
norm3.z_coord*pt3. z_coord ) /norm3. z_coord;
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z_13r = - (  norml.x_coord/norml.z_coord) * x5 -  
( norml. y_coord/norml.z_coord) * y5 +
( norm l.x_coord*ptl.x_coord + 
norml.y_coord*ptl.y_coord +
norm l.z_coord*pti.z_coord )/norml.z_coord;
z_31r = - (  norm3.x_coord/norm3.z_coord) * x5 -  
( norm3.y_coord/norm3.z_coord) * y5 +
C norm3.x_coord*pt3.x_coord + 
norm3.y_coord*pt3.y_coord +
norm3.z_coord*pt3. z_coord ) /norm3. z_coord;
z_23r = - (  norm2.x_coord/norm2.z_coord) * x6 -  
( norm2.y_coord/norm2.z_coord) * y6 +
( norm2.x_coord*pt2.x_coord + 
norm2.y_coord*pt2.y_coord +
norm2.z_coord*pt2.z_coord )/norm2.z_coord; •
z_32r = - (  norm3.x_coord/norm3.z_coord) * x6 -  
( norm3.y_coord/norm3.z_coord) * y6 +
( norm3.x_coord*pt3.x_coord + 
norm3.y_coord*pt3.y_coord +
norm3.z_coord*pt3. z_coord ) / norm3.z_coord;
z3 = 
z4 =
(1-v)  * z_23v + 
(1 -v )  * z_21v +




(1 -r )  * z_31r + 
(1 -r )  * z_32r +




= NEXT_PARH( x l ,  
= NEXT_PARM( y l ,




= NEXT_PARM( x 3 , 
= NEXT_PARH( y3,




= NEXT_PARM( x5, 
= NEXT_PARM( y5,
x 6 , s );  
y6, s );
Zl_tu = -  (Ht.x_coord/Mt.z_coord)*X_tu -  
(Mt.y_coord/Mt.z_coord)*Y_tu +
( (Mt.x_coord*xl + Mt.y_coord*yl +
Mt.z_coord*zl) /  Mt.z_coord);
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Z2_tu = -  (Nt.x_coord/Nt.z_coord)*X_tu -  
(Nt.y_coord/Nt.z_coord)*Y_tu +
((Nt.x_coord*x2 + Nt.y_coord*y2 +
Nt.z_coord*z2) /  Nt.z_coord);
Zl_vw = -  (Mv.x_coord/Mv.z_coord)*X_vw -  
(Mv.y_coord/Mv.z_coord)*Y_vw +
((Mv.x_coord*x3 + Mv.y_coord*y3 +
Mv.z_coord*z3) /  Mv.z_coord); 
Z2_vw = -  (Nv.x_coord/Nv.z_coord)*X_vw -  
(Nv.y_coord/Nv.z_coord)*Y_vw +
( (Nv.x_coord*x4 + Nv.y_coord*y4 +
Nv.z_coord*z4) /  Nv.z_coord);
Zl_rs = -  (Hr.x_coord/Hr.z_coord)*X_rs -  
(Mr.y_coord/Hr.z_coord)*Y_rs +
((Hr.x_coord*x5 + Mr.y_coord*y5 +
Mr.z_coord*z5) /  Mr.z_coord); 
Z2_rs = -  (Nr.x_coord/Nr.z_coord)*X_rs -  
(Nr.y_coord/Nr.z_coord)*Y_rs +
((Nr.x_coord*x6 + Nr. y_coord*y6 +
Nr.z_coord*z6) /  Nr.z_coord);
Z_tu = NEXT_PARM( Z l_tu , Z2_tu, u )
Z_vw = NEXT_PARM( Zl_vw, Z2_vw, w )
Z_rs = NEXT_PARM( Z l_ rs ,  Z2_rs, s )
X_tu = (X_tu + X_vw + X_rs) /  3
Y_tu = (Y_tu + Y_vw + Y_rs) /  3
Z_tu = (Z_tu + Z_vw + Z_rs) /  3
get_projected _poin t(  X_tu, Y_tu, Z_tu, &scn_pt ); 
i f (  i  == 0 )
•C
f i r s t  = TRUE; 
patch3_end = scn_pt;
>
e l s e
f i r s t  = FALSE;
patch3_beg = patch3_end; 
patch3_end = scn_pt;
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_moveto( (sh ort)  patch3_beg.x_coord,
(sh o r t)  patch3_beg.y_coord );  
_ l in e t o (  (sh ort)  patch3_end.x_coord,
(sh ort)  patch3„end.y_coord );
i f ( t  == 0 . OF )
patchl_end = scn_pt; 
patch2_end = scn_pt;
}
i f ( i  == 0 )
{
patchl_beg = patchl_end; 
patchl_end = scn_pt;
>
i f ( i  == 100 )
patch2_beg = patch2_end; 
patch2_end = scn_pt;
>
_moveto( (sh ort)  patchl_beg.x_coord,
(sh ort)  patchl_beg.y_coord );  
_ l in e t o (  (short)  patchl_end.x_coord,
(sh ort)  patch l_end .y_coord );
_moveto( (sh ort)  patch2_beg.x_coord,
(sh o r t)  patch2_beg.y_coord );  
_ l in e t o (  (sh ort)  patch2_end.x_coord,
(sh o r t)  patch2_end.y_coord );
>
fo r (  index = 0; index < 3; index++ )
{
/ *  i f  edge has no neighbor or the edge has not been v i s i t e d  * /  
i f ( (  t r i - > E [ in d e x ] ) - > v i s i t  != v i s i t e d  &&
( tr i -> E [in d ex ]  ) != NULL )
EnQueue( tr i->E [ind ex] );
>
> w h i le ( ! EmptyQueue()  );
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r e t u m (  1 );
>
in t  g e t_ p r o je c ted _ p o in t ( f lo a t  x , f l o a t  y , f l o a t  z ,  SCREEN_C00RD *screen ) 
{
in t  x_scn, y_scn;
f l o a t  x_p roj , y_proj; / *  X and Y projected  values * /
f l o a t  z_center  = -1 0 0 0 .OF; /*  Z value fo r  c tr  of p r o je c t io n  * /
/*  generate 2-D p ro jec t io n  po in ts  from three-d im ensional p o in ts  * /  
x_proj = ( -x  -  ( 5 0 .OF)) /  (1.0F -  (y /  z_ cen ter ))  + 5 0 .OF; 
y .proj = ( - z  -  ( 2 0 0 .OF)) /  (1 .0F -  (y /  z_ cen ter ))  + 2 0 0 .OF;
x_scn = ( i n t )  (X_Factor * (x_proj -  Worldmin.x_coord ) ) ;  
screen->x_coord = x_scn;
y_scn = ( in t )  (Y_Factor * (y_proj -  Worldmin.y_coord ) ) ;  
screen->y_coord = y_scn;
r e tu r n ( 1 );
>
# i fd e f  PROJ_DEBUG








INPUT: Surface p o in ts  X ( t ,u ) ,  Y ( t ,u ) ,  Z (t ,u )
OUTPUT: V isual representation  of surface po ints
FUNCTION: D isplay the surface  represented  by
X ( t , u ) , Y ( t , u ) , Z (t ,u )
COORDINATE world, new; 
SCREEN_C00RD curr_screen;  
s t a t i c  SCREEN_C00RD prev_screen;
new.x_coord = x; 
new.y_coord = z; 
new.z_coord = y;
tr a n s la te _ p lo t (  new.x_coord, -new.y_coord, new.z_coord,
X_Factor,Y_Factor, Worldmin.x_coord, Worldmin.y_coord,
BRIGHT_GREEN, f i r s t  );
r e t u r n (  TRUE );
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world.x_coord = x; world.y_coord = y; world.z_coord = z;
World_to_Screen( ftworld, &curr_screen );
i f (  f i r s t  )
prev_screen = curr_screen;
/*  _moveto( (short)  prev_screen.x_coord,
(short)  -prev_screen.y_coord ); * /  
/*  _ l in e t o (  (short)  curr_screen.x_coord,
(short)  -curr_screen.y_coord ); * /
_ s e t p ix e l (  curr_screen .x_coord, -curr_screen.y_coord );  
prev_screen = cu rr .screen ;  
re tu rn ( 1 );
>
in t  World_to_Screen( COORDINATE *world, SCREEN_C00RD *screen )
COORDINATE new;
/ *  r o ta te  about x -a x is  -90 degrees c o s (-90) = 0 s in ( - 9 0 )  = -1 * /
new.x_coord = world->x_coord; 
new.y_coord = world->z_coord; 
new.z_coord = -world->y_coord;
screen->x_coord = ( in t )  ( new.x_coord + new.z_coord * C os_ factor ); 
screen->y_coord = ( in t )  ( new.y_coord + new.z_coord * S in _factor);
re tu rn ( TRUE );
}
void PlotDot ( in t  x, in t  y ,  in t  c o lo r  )
/*  P lot a p ix e l  at x ,y  with co lo r  a t tr ib u te  ’c o l o r ’ * /
{
r e g . x . dx = y ; 
r e g . x . cx = x ; 
r eg .h .a h  = OxOC; 
r e g .h .a l  = (char) color;  
int86 (0x10, &reg, &reg);
>
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in t  t r a n s la te _ p lo t (  f l o a t  x_ t ,  f l o a t  y _ t ,  f l o a t  z _ t ,  f l o a t  x_const,
f l o a t  y_const, f l o a t  min_x, f l o a t  rain_y, in t  c o lo r ,  in t  f i r s t  )
{
f l o a t  x_proj , y _p roj; /*  X and Y p ro jec ted  values * /  
s t a t i c  in t  prev_x, prev_y; 
in t  x , y; /*  X and Y screen values to  p lo t  * /
f l o a t  z_center  = -1 0 0 0 .OF; /*  Z value fo r  c tr  of p ro jec t io n  * /
/*  generate 2-D p ro jec t io n  p o in ts  fo r  three-d im ensional p o in ts  * /  
x_proj = x_t /  (1 .0F  -  (z_ t  /  z _ c e n te r )) ;
y_proj = (y_t -  (2 0 0 .OF)) /  (1.0F -  (z_ t  /  z_ cen ter ))  + 2 0 0 .OF;
/***♦ **** *****************************************************:(<*******
* convert world coordinates to  screen coordinates  and P lo t  the  point
*
* (Xsmax -  Xsmin)
* x = Xsmin + -------------------------  * (Xw -  Xwmin)
* (Xwmax -  Xwmin)
*
* (Ysmax -  Ysrain)
* y = Ysmin +   * (Yw -  Ywmin)
* (Ywmax -  Ywmin)
*********************************************************************/
/*  take projected  po in ts  and f in d  x ,y  lo c a t io n  on the screen  * /  
x = ( i n t )  (x_const * (x_proj -  min_x));  
y = ( in t )  (y_const * (y_proj -  min_y));
i f (  f i r s t  )
{
prev_x = x; 
prev_y = y;
>
_moveto( (sh ort)  prev_x, (short)  prev_y );
_ l in e to (  (sh ort)  x ,  (short)  y ); 
prev_x = x; 
prev_y = y; 
retu rn ( TRUE );
>
#endif /*  PR0J_DEBUG * /
End Listing 2 -  SURFACE.C
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* "Parametric Surface Estimation"
*
* U n ivers ity  of Nevada, Las Vegas
*
* January 1, 1993
*
* These s u i t e  o f  modules generate the Delaunay Triangulation  of
* three-d im ensional data p o in ts .  I g iv e  cr e d it  to  Weibao Wu fo r
* providing me with the source code dated October 7,1991 f o r  the
* Delaunay’s Triangulation  Algorithm.
*
* /
#include <std io .h>
#include < s td l ib .h >
#include < string .h>
#include <math.h>







extern COORDINATE P o in t [ MAX_DATA_POINTS ] ;  
extern in t  Max_points;
TRIANGLE _far  *Triangle;
BOUNDARY _far  *Boundary;
STACK _far  *Stack;
QUEUE _far  *head, _far  * t a i l ;
in t  MaxX, MaxY; /*  The maximum r e s o lu t io n  of the  screen * /
in t  MaxColors; /*  The maximum # of co lo rs  a v a i la b le  * /
in t  ErrorCode; /*  Reports any graphics errors * /
in t  AxisLength;
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s tr u c t
{
in t  x; 
in t  y;
} o r ig in ;
f l o a t  Max_x, Max_y, Max_z, Hin_x, Hin_y, Min_z; 
f l o a t  Hid_x, Hid_y, Hid_z;
/ *
* Take the f i r s t  three  p o in ts  and generate a t r ia n g le  from them.
* /
in t  F ir s tT r ia n g le (  void  )
{
in t  i ,  j , k; 
f l o a t  x ,  y;
s tr u c t  t r ia n g le  f a r  *Curr;
BOUNDARY _far  *boundl, _ far  *bound2;
i f ( (  Triangle = (TRIANGLE _far  *) _ fm alloc( s i z e o f (  TRIANGLE ) ) )
== NULL )
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Triangle Array" );
i f ( (  Boundary = (BOUNDARY _far  *) _fm alloc(  s i z e o f (  BOUNDARY ) ) )
== NULL )
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Boundary Array");
Triangle->E[0) = NULL;
T riangle->E[1] = NULL;
Triangle->E[2] = NULL;
T riangle->P [0] = -1;
Triangle->P[1] = -1;
T riangle->P[2] = -1;
Curr=Triangle;
x = (P o in t [ 0 ] .x_coord + P o in t [ 1 ] .x_coord + Poin t[2 ] ,x_coord) /  3 .0;  
y = (P o in t [ 0 ] .y_coord + P o in t [ 1 ] .y_coord + P o in t [ 2 ] . y_coord) /  3 .0;
/*  x y must in  the tr ia n g le  by P0,P1,P2 * /
/♦Determine the  order of  the  three  p o in ts ,  l e t  P0 be the f i r s t  point * /  
Curr->P[0] = 0;
/*  I f  (x ,y )  in  the l e f t  s id e  o f  l i n e  P0-P1, then PI i s  the 2nd point * /
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i  = InL eft(  x , y , Point [ 0 ] ,x_coord, P o in t [ 0 ] . y_coord,
P o in t [ 1 ] .x_coord, P o in t [ 1 ] . y_coord ); 
j = InLeftC x, y , P o in t [ 1 ] .x_coord, P o in t [ 1 ] . y_coord,
P o in t[2 ] .x _ co o rd , P o in t [ 2 ] . y_coord );  
k = InL eft(  x, y , P o in t [ 2 ] .x _ co o rd ,P o in t[2 ] .y .co o rd ,
P o in t [ 0 ] .x_coord, P o in t [ 0 ] .y_coord );
/*  check i f  po int i s  to  the l e f t  of a l l  three  l i n e  segments * /  
i f ( i>0 && j>0 k>0 )
{
Curr->P[1] = 1 ;
Curr->P [2] = 2;
>




/*  I n i t i a l i z e  the  boundary , Boundary i s  a c y c l i c  l inked  l i s t * /  
i f ( (  boundl = (BOUNDARY _far  *) _ fm alloc(  s i z e o f (  BOUNDARY ) ) )
== NULL )
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Boundary" );
i f ( (  bound2 = (BOUNDARY _far  *) _ fm alloc(  s i z e o f (  BOUNDARY ) ) )
== NULL )
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Boundary" );
Boundary->P[0] = T r ia n g le -> P [0 ];
Boundary->P[1] = T r ia n g le -> P [1 ];
Boundary->t = Triangle;
Boundary->next = boundl; 
boundl->P[0] = T r ia n g le -> P [1 ]; 
boundl->P[l] = T r ia n g le -> P [2 ]; 
boundl->t = Triangle;  
boundl->next = bound2; 
bound2->P [0] = Triangle->P [2];  
bound2->P[l] = T r ia n g le -> P [0 ]; 
bound2->t = Triangle;  
bound2->next = Boundciry;
r e t u r n ( 1 ) ;
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/*
* In ser t  po in t  n from Point[n] to  the already e x i s t in g  Triangle  network 
* /
in t  In ser tP o in t(  in t  n )
{
TRIANGLE _far * t , _far  *t0 , _ far  * t l ,  _ far * t2 ,  _far *t3; 
f l o a t  x ,  y; 
in t  i ,  Edge;
x = Point[n].x_coord;  
y = Point[n].y_coord;
/*
* Find the  t r ia n g le  which enc loses  po in t  P, i f  P i s  outs ide  the
* current, then return - i ,  i f  P i s  on the boundary, return 0
* e l s e  return 1 
* /
i  = InTriangle( &t, x, y );
In itS ta ck Q  ;
i f (  i== 0 ) /*  the  point i s  on the  t r ia n g le  * /
{
S p litT r ia n g le2 (  t ,  &t0, & tl, &t2, &t3, n );
Edge = 1;
Triangle = tO;
i f ( tO != NULL && tO->E[Edge] != NULL )
Push( Edge, tO, tO->E[Edge] );
i f ( t l  != NULL && tl->E[Edge] != NULL )
Push( Edge, t l ,  tl->E[Edge] );
i f ( t2  != NULL && t2->E[Edge] != NULL )
Push( Edge, t2 ,  t2->E[Edge] );
i f ( t3  != NULL && t3->E[Edge] != NULL )
Push( Edge, t 3 ,  t3->E[Edge] );
>
e l s e  i f (  i  == 1 )
{ /*  the  point i s  in the t r ia n g le  t * /
/ *  s p l i t  t  in to  th ree ,  point P as the center of the new 
t r ia n g le s  * /
S p litT r ia n g le (  t ,  &t0, & tl, &t2, n );
/*  Set new Triangle s ta r t  po in t  * /
Edge = 1;
Triangle = tO;
i f ( tO->E[Edge] != NULL )
Push( Edge, tO, tO->E[Edge] );
i f ( tl->E[Edge] != NULL )
Push( Edge, t l ,  tl->E[Edge] );
i f ( t2->E[Edge] != NULL )
Push( Edge, t 2 ,  t2->E[Edge] );
}
e l s e  i f (  i  == -1 ) /*  the  point i s  ou ts id e  the e x i s t in g  tr ia n g le
OutBoundary( n );
/*  Do the swap using  stack  * /  
w h ile ( EmptyStackO != 1 )
Pop( &Edge, f t t l ,  &t2 );
t l - > v i s i t  = -1; 
t 2 - > v i s i t  = -1;
i f (  Swap( Edge, f t t l ,  &t2 ))
{ /*  i f  the  q u a d r i la tera l  cause the edge swap * /
Triangle  = t l ;
/ *  Push the two edges not in c id en t  to  po in t  P * /  
i f ( t l -> E [0 ]  != NULL )
Push( 0, t l ,  t l -> E [0 ]  );
i f ( t l -> E [2 ]  != NULL )
Push( 2, t l ,  t l - > E [2] );
i f ( t2->E[0] != NULL )
Push( 0, t 2 , t2->E[0] );
i f ( t2->E[2] != NULL )
Push( 2, t 2 , t2->E[2] );
}
>
r e t u r n ( 1 ) ;
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/ *
* Find the t r ia n g le  which en c lo ses  point P, i f  P i s  ou ts id e  the
* current boundary, then return -1 ,  i f  P i s  on the boundary, return 0
* e l s e  i f  P i s  in  the boundary return  1 
* /
in t  InTriangle( TRIANGLE _far  **newtriang, f l o a t  x , f l o a t  y )
■C
in t  i ,  j ,  k;
TRIANGLE _far *Curr; 
f l o a t  x l ,  y l ,  x2, y2;
Curr = Triangle;  
while(  1 )
/*  I f  P i s  in  the  Current T riangle  * /  
xl = Point[Curr->P[ 0 ] ] .x_coord; 
yl = Point[Curr->P[ 0 ] ] .y_coord; 
x2 = Point[Curr->P[ 1 ] ] .x_coord; 
y2 = Point[Curr->P[ 1 ] ] .y_coord;
i  = InL eft(  x ,  y ,  x l ,  y l ,  x2, y2 );
x l  = Point[Curr->P[ 1 ] ] .x_coord; 
yl = Point[Curr->P[ 1 ] ] ,y_coord; 
x2 = Point[Curr->P[ 2 ] ] .x_coord; 
y2 = Point[Curr->P[2]].y_coord;
j = InLeft( x ,  y , x l ,  y l ,  x2 , y2 );
x l  = Point[Curr->P[2]].x_coord;  
y l = Point[Curr->P[ 2 ] ] .y_coord; 
x2 = Point[Curr->PCO]] .x_coord; 
y2 = PointCCurr->PCO]] .y_coord;
k = InLeft( x ,  y , x l ,  y l ,  x2, y2 );
/*  P i s  in  the  t r ia n g le  * /
i f ( i==i aa j==i aa k==i )
*newtriang = Curr;
T riangle = Curr; 
re tu rn ( 1 );
>
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/*  i f  P i s  on one or two edges of the t r ia n g le  * /  
i f (  i>=0 && j>=0 && k>=0 )
♦newtriang = Curr;
Triangle  = Curr; 
retu ra(  0 );
>
/*  i f  P i s  o u ts id e  the  boundary * /
/*  i f  one of the edge i s  the  boundary and po in t  P i s  ou ts id e  the edge 
then po in t  p i s  outs ide  the boundary * /  
i f ( Curr->E[0] == NULL && i  == -1 )
{
♦newtriang = Curr;
Triangle  = Curr; 
return( -1  );
>
i f  C Curr->E[1] == NULL && j == -1 )
{
♦newtriang = Curr;
Triangle  = Curr; 
re tu rn ( -1 );
>
i f ( Curr->E[2] == NULL && k == -1 )
{
♦newtriang = Curr;
Triangle  = Curr; 
return( -1 );
>
i f ( i  == -1 )
Curr = Curr->E[0]; 
e l s e  i f ( j == —1 )
Curr = Curr->E[1]; 
e l s e  / *  k == -1 * /
Curr = Curr->E[2];





* Traverse the tr ian gu la ted  network, v i s i t  only once fo r  each point  
* /
in t  Traverse( TRIANGLE _far  * t ,  in t  v i s i t  ) 
r e g i s t e r  in t  i ;
/*  push the f i r s t  t r ia n g le  in  queue * /
InitQueueQ ;
EnQueue( t  );
do
{
OutQueue( &t ); 
t - > v i s i t  = v i s i t ;
f o r (  i  = 0; i  < 3; i++ )
/*  i f  edge has no neighbor or the  edge has not been v i s i t e d  * /  
i f (  t -> E [ i ]  != NULL St& ( t -> E [ i ]  ) - > v i s i t  != v i s i t  )
EnQueue( t -> E [i ]  );
>
} w h i le ( EmptyQueue()  != 1 ); 
re tu r n ( 1 );
>
/ *  Draw the  t r ia n g le  net * /
in t  Draw( TRIANGLE _far * t , in t  v i s i t  )
r e g i s t e r  in t  i ;
/ *  push the f i r s t  t r ia n g le  in  queue * /
InitQueueO ;
EnQueue( t  );
do
0utQueue( &t ); 
t - > v i s i t  = v i s i t ;
fo r (  i  = 0; i  < 3; i++ )
{
/ *  i f  edge has no neighbor or the  edge has not been v i s i t e d  * /
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i f  ( (  t -> E [ i ]  ) == NULL )
w lin e(  t - > P [ i ] ,  t ->P[(i+ l) '/ .3 ]  , WHITE );  
e l s e  i f (  ( t - > E [ i ] ) - > v i s i t  != v i s i t  )
w line(  t - > P [ i ] ,  t->P[(i+ i) '/ ,3 ]  , WHITE );
Enqueue( t -> E [ i ]  );
>
>
} while ( EmptyQueueO != 1 ); 
re tu rn ( 1 );
>
/*  fo r  p o in ts  o u ts id e  the  t r ia n g le s  boundary * /  
in t  OutBoundary( in t  n )
{
TRIANGLE _far *tmp, _ far  *tmpl, _ far  *tmp2;
BOUNDARY _far *curr, _ far  *cu rr l ,  _ far  *curr2;
BOUNDARY _far  *tmpbndl, _ far  *tmpbnd2, _far *tmpbnd; 
f l o a t  x , y , x i ,  y l ,  x2, y2; 
in t  i ,  l a s t ;
x = P o in t[n ].x_coord;  
y = Poin t[n ] .y_coord;
/*  f in d  a l l  the  p o in ts  which are v i s i b l e  from p o in t  P * /
/*  the boundary order i s  counterclockwise * /
curr = Boundary;
/*  f in d  the tr a n s ie n t  edges which make point n f i r s t  in  l e f t  and 
then in  r ig h t  * /
x l  = Point[curr->P [0]] .x_coord;  
y l  = Poin t[curr->P [ 0 ] ] .y_coord; 
x2 = Poin t[curr->P [ 1 ] ] .x_coord; 
y2 = Poin t[curr->P [ 1 ] ] .y .coord;
i  = InL eft(  x, y, x l ,  y l ,  x2, y2 );
do
{
l a s t  = i ;  
curr l  = curr;
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curr = cu rr-> n ext; 
x l  = P o in t[cu rr->P [ 0 ] ] ,x_coord; 
yl = P o in t[cu rr->P [ 0 ] ] .y_coord; 
x2 = P o in t[cu rr->P [ 1 ] ] .x_coord; 
y2 = P o in t[cu rr->P [ 1 ] ] .y_coord; 
i  = InL eft(  x ,  y , x l ,  y l ,  x2, y2 );
> while(  l a s t  < 0  II i  >= 0 ) ;
/*  f in d  the tr a n s ie n t  edges which make point n f i r s t  in  the  l e f t  * /  
curr = currl;  
do
curr = curr->n ext; 
x l  = P o in t[curr->P [0]] .x_coord;  
yl = Point[curr->P [ 0 ] ] ,y_coord; 
x2 = P o in t[cu rr->P [ 1 ] ] .x_coord; 
y2 = P o in t[cu rr->P [ 1 ] ] .y_coord;
i  = InL eft(  x ,  y, x l , y l ,  x2, y2 );
}  w h ile ( i  < 0 );
/*  currl and curr2 are the two boundary edges */  
curr2 = curr;
i f ( (  tmp = (TRIANGLE _far  *) _fm alloc( s i z e o f (  TRIANGLE ) ) )
== NULL )
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" );
i f ( (  tmpbndl = (BOUNDARY _far *) _ fm alloc( s i z e o f (  BOUNDARY ) ) )
== NULL )
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Boundary" );
i f ( (  tmpbnd2 = (BOUNDARY _far  *) _fraalloc( sizeof(BOUNDARY ) ) )
== NULL )
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" ); 
tmpl = NULL;
/*  fo r  the  temporary new boundary */  
tmpbndl->P[0] = c u r r l-> P [ l ] ;  
tmpbndl->P[l] = n; 
tmpbndl->t = tmp;
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curr = c u rr l-> n ex t ;
do
{
/*  Push a l l  the boundary edges between curr and currl in to  stack  * /  
/*  create  new tr ia n g le  tmp * /  
i f ( (  tmp2 = (TRIANGLE _far  *) _ fm alloc( s i z e o f (  TRIANGLE ) ) )
== NULL )
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" );
tmp->P[0] = n; 
tmp->P[l] = cu rr->P [l];  
tmp->P[2] = curr->P[0]; 
tmp->E[0] = tmp2; 
tmp->E[l] = curr->t;  
tmp->E[2] = tmpl;
i  = PointNumber( curr-> t ,  curr->P[0] );
(cu rr -> t) -> E [i]  = tmp; 
i f (  curr->t != NULL )
Push( 1, tmp, curr->t );
tmpl = tmp; 
tmp = tmp2; 
curr = curr->next;
J w hile(  curr != curr2 );
_ f f r e e (  tmp2 ); 
tmpl->E[0] = NULL;
/*  fo r  the boundary */  
tmpbnd2->P[l] = curr2->P[0];  
tmpbnd2->P[0] = n; 
tmpbnd2->t = tmpl;
/ *  fo r  the boundary * /
/*  f r e e  a l l  the boundary between currl and curr2 * /  
curr = currl->next;  
w h i le ( curr != curr2 )
tmpbnd = curr->next;





/*  Add two new edges * /  
currl->next = tmpbndl; 





* determine i f  point (x ,y )  i s  in  the l e f t  s id e  of the  l in e
* ( x l , y l ) - ( x 2 , y 2 )  i f  YES, return 1, i f  on the  l i n e  then
* return 1, e l s e  return -1 
* /
i n t  InLeft( f l o a t  x ,  f l o a t  y ,  f l o a t  x l ,  f l o a t  y l ,  f l o a t  x2, f l o a t  y2 ) 
f l o a t  t;
t  = (x 2 -x l)  * ( y - y l )  -  ( y 2 -y l )  * ( x - x l ) ;  
i f  ( t  > 0 )
return( 1 );  
e l s e  i f (  t  == 0 ) 
return( 0 );




* S p l i t  t r ia n g le  t  in to  th ree  tO t l  t2  t r ia n g le s ,
* Point n w i l l  be the center  of the new t r ia n g le s  
* /
in t  S p litT r ia n g le (  TRIANGLE _ far  * t ,  TRIANGLE _far  **t00 ,
TRIANGLE _far  * * t l l ,  TRIANGLE _far  **t22, in t  n )
in t  i ;
TRIANGLE _far  *Curr, _ far  *t0 , _far * t l ,  _ far  *t2;
BOUNDARY _far  *bnd;
/ *  a l lo c a te  space fo r  new tr ia n g le s  * /
i f ( (  tO = (TRIANGLE _far  *) _ fm alloc( s i z e o f (  TRIANGLE ) ) )  == NULL )
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error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" );
i f ( (  t l  = (TRIANGLE _far  *) _fm alloc(  s i z e o f (  TRIANGLE ) ) )  == NULL ) 
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" );
if(C  t2  = (TRIANGLE _far *) _ fm alloc(  s i z e o f (  TRIANGLE ) ) )  == NULL ) 
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" );
/♦ f o r  the  three  new t r ia n g le s  * /
tO->P [0] = n; tO->P[l] = t -> p ra : tO->P [2] = t - > P [ l ] ;
t l - > P [0] = n; t l - > P [ l ] = t -> P [ l ] t l -> P  [2] = t - > P [ 2 ] ;
t2->P[0] = n; t2->P [1] = t->P [2] t2->P [2] = t - > P [ 0 ] ;
t0->E[0] = t 2 ; tO->E[l] = t->E[0] tO->E[2] = t l ;
t l -> E [0 ] = tO ; t l - > E [ l ] = t->E [1] t l-> E [2 ] = t2;
t2->E[0] = t l ; t2 ->E [l] = t->E [2] t2->E[2] = tO;
/*  change the  neighbor r e la t io n  * /  
i f ( (  Curr = t->E[0] ) != NULL )
i  = PointNumber( Curr, t - > P [ l ]  );
Curr->E[i] = tO;
>
e l s e
{ / *  Change Boundary * /
FindBound( t -> P [0 ] ,  febnd );
/ *  f in d  the  boundary p o in ter  with h i s  f i r s t  point being c u r r l -> P [ i ]  * /  
bnd->t = tO;
>
i f ( (  Curr = t -> E [ i ]  ) != NULL )
{
i  = PointNumber( Curr, t ->P [2] );
Curr->E[i] = t l ;
>
e l s e
{ /*  Change Boundary * /
FindBound( t - > P [ l ] ,  ftbnd );
/*  f in d  the boundary p oin ter  with h i s  f i r s t  point being cu r r l -> P [ i ]  * /  
bnd->t = t l ;
>
i f ((  Curr = t->E[2] ) != NULL )
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{
i  = PointNumber( Curr, t->P[0] );
Curr->E[i] = t2;
>
e l s e
{ /♦  Change Boundary ♦ /
FindBound( t -> P [2 ] ,  febnd );




♦ t i l  = t l ;
♦t22 = t2;
_ f f r e e (  t  );
re tu r n ( 1 );
>
/♦
♦ S p l i t  t r ia n g le  t  in to  four tO t l  t2  t3  t r ia n g le s ,
♦ Point n w i l l  be the center  of  the new t r ia n g le s ,
♦ and po in t  n i s  on the edge of t  
♦ /
in t  S p l itT r ia n g le2 (  TRIANGLE _far  + t , TRIANGLE _far  ♦♦tOO,
TRIANGLE _far ♦ ♦ t i l ,  TRIANGLE _far + ^ 2 2 ,  TRIANGLE _far  ♦♦t33, in t  n )
in t  i ,  j ,  j i ;
f l o a t  x , y, x l ,  y l ,  x2, y2;
TRIANGLE _far ♦Curr;
TRIANGLE _far ♦tO, _far  ♦ t l ,  _far  +t2, _ far  + t3 , _ far  ♦ j t ;
BOUNDARY _far ♦bnd, _far  ♦bndtmp;
/♦  a l lo c a t e  space fo r  new t r ia n g le s  ♦ /
i f ( (  tO = (TRIANGLE _far  ♦) _fm alloc( s i z e o f (  TRIANGLE ) ) )  == NULL ) 
erro r( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" );
i f ( (  t l  = (TRIANGLE _far  ♦) _fm alloc( s i z e o f (  TRIANGLE ) ) )  == NULL ) 
e rro r ( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" );
i f ( (  t2  = (TRIANGLE _far  ♦) _fm alloc( s i z e o f (  TRIANGLE ) ) )  == NULL ) 
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" );
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i f ( C t3  = (TRIANGLE _far *) _fma!loc( s i z e o l (  TRIANGLE ) ) )  == NULL ) 
error(  "Error: A lloca tin g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" );
/*  to  see  po in t  n i s  in  which t r ia n g le  */  
fo r (  i  = 0; i  < 3; i++ )
x = Point[n].x_coord;
y = PointEn].y_coord;
x l  = PointE t -> P [ i ]  ] .x_coord;
y l  = PointE t->PEi] ] .y_coord;
x2 = PointE t->PE (i+l)'/.3 ] ]  .x_coord;
y2 = PointE t->PE ( i + l ) ’/#3 ] ]  .y_coord;
j = In L eft(  x , y, x l ,  y l ,  x2, y2 ); 
i f ( j == 0 ) 
break;
>
i f (  j  != 0 )
error( "Point i s  not on the  edge of a tr ian g le"  );
3 = i ;
j t  = t - > E E j ] ; 
i f ( j t  != NULL )
-E
j i  = PointNumber( j t ,  t->PEj] ); 
t2->PE0] = n; 
t2->PEl] = j t -> P E ji] ;  
t2->PE2] = jt->PE(ji+l)'/ .3] ;
t3->PE0] = n;
t3->PEl] = jt->PE(ji+l)'/ .3] ; 
t3->PE2]  ̂ j t -> P E (j i+ 2 )’/.3] ;
t2->E EOj = t l ;  
t2->EEl] = j t —>E Ej i ] ; 
t2->EE2] = t3;
t3->E E0] = t2;
t3->EEl] = jt->EE(ji+l)'/.3] ;
t3->EE2] = tO;
>
e l s e
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{
_ f f r e e ( t2  ) ; t2  = NULL;
_ f fr e e (  t3  ); t3  = NULL;
>
/*  fo r the four new t r ia n g l
t0->P[0] =
tO->P[l] = t -> P [  ( j+i)*/,3 ] ;
tO->P [2] = t-> P [  ( j+ 2 )#/,3 ] ;
t l -> P  [0] = n;
t l - > P [ l ] = t -> P [  ( j+ 2 ) ’/.3 ] ;
t l -> P  [2] = t -> P [ j ]  ;
t0->E[0] t3;
tO->E [1] = t->E [ (j+l)y.3 ] ;
tO->E [2] = t l ;
t l->E [0 ] - tO;
t l - > E [ l ] t ->E [ ( j+ 2 ) ‘/.3 ] ;
t l-> E [2 ] = t2;
/*  change the neighbor r e la t io n  * /
Curr = t-> E [  (j  + l)'/,3 ] ;
i f ( Curr != NULL )
{
i  = PointNumber( Curr, t -> P [ ( j+2)'/,3] );
Curr->E[i] = tO;
>
e l s e  /*  Change Boundary * /
FindBound( t -> P [ ( j + l)'/,3] , &bnd );
/ *  f in d  the  boundary p o in ter  with h is  f i r s t  point being c u rr l-> P [ i]  * /  
bnd->t = tO;
}
Curr = t->E [ ( j+ 2 ) ’/,3 ] ;
i f ( Curr != NULL )
{
i  = PointNumber( Curr, t -> P [j ]  );
Curr->E[i] = t l ;
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>
e l s e  /*  Change Boundary * /
{
FindBound( t->P [ ( j+2)'/,3] , Stbnd );
/*  f in d  the boundary p o in ter  with h i s  f i r s t  po int being c u rr l-> P [ i]  * /  
bnd->t = t l ;
>
i f ( j t  != HULL )
{
Curr = j t - > E [ j i ] ;
i f ( Curr != NULL )
{
i  = PointHumber( Curr, j t -> P [(j i+ l) ' / ,3 ]  );
Curr->E[i] = t2 ;
}
e l s e  /*  Change Boundary * /
{
FindBound( j t - > P [ j i ] ,  &bnd );
/*  f in d  the  boundary p o in ter  with h is  f i r s t  point being cu r r l -> P [ i ]  * /  
bnd->t = t2;
>
Curr = j t -> E [  (ji+ l)'/ ,3  ] ;  
i f ( Curr != NULL )
{
i  = PointNumber( Curr, jt->P[(ji+2)'/ ,3] );
Curr->E[i] = t3;
>
e l s e  /*  Change Boundary * /
{
i  = FindBound( j t -> P [( j i+ l) ' / ,3 ]  , ftbnd );




e l s e  / *  j t  == NULL * /
i  = FindBound( t - > P [ j ] ,  &bnd );
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i f ( (  bndtmp = (BOUNDARY _far  ♦ ) _ fm alloc( s i z e o f (  BOUNDARY ) ) )
== NULL )
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Boundary" );
bnd->t = t l ;  
bnd->P[l] = n;
bndtmp->t = tO; 
bndtmp->P[0] = n; 
bndtmp->P[l] = t->P[(j+ l) '/ ,3 ]  ; 




♦ t i l  = t l ;
♦t22 = t2;
♦t33 = t3;
_ f f r e e (  t  );
i f ( j t  != NULL )




♦ Swap the edge i f  p o s s ib le  and form two new tr ia n g le s  
♦/
in t  Swap( in t  Edge, TRIANGLE _far  ♦ ♦ t i l ,  TRIANGLE _far ++t22 )
•C
TRIANGLE _far  ♦ t l ,  _far +t2;
t l  = * t l l ; 
t2  = +t22;
/♦  i f  e i th e r  of the t r ia n g le  i s  NULL, return ♦ /  
i f ( t 1 == NULL II t2  == NULL ) 
re tu rn ( 0 );
/♦  F ir s t  of a l l ,  decide i f  the Quadratic i s  concave , return  ♦ /  
i f ( Concave( t l ,  t 2 ,  Edge ))
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re tu rn ( 0 );
/*  to  apply the  C ir c le  c r i t e r i a  to  see i f  the  edge need to  be swapped * /  
/ *  i f  PO of t l  i s  c o l l in e a r  with the  PI and P2 then not swap * /
i f (  C r ite r ia (  t l ,  t 2 ,  Edge ) == 0 ) /*  No need to  swap * /  
retu rn ( 0 );
/ *  swap the  edge * /
SwapEdge( t i l ,  t2 2 ,  Edge ); 
return( 1 );
in t  SwapEdge( TRIANGLE _far  * * t l l ,  TRIANGLE _far  **t22, in t  Edge )
{
in t  i , j ;
TRIANGLE _ far  * t l ,  _ far  *t2;
TRIANGLE _far  *c u r r l , _ far  *curr2, _ far  *tmpptr;
BOUNDARY _far  *bnd;
t l  = * t l l ; 
t 2  = *t22;
/*
* Check Stack, to  take a l l  the occurrences of t l  and t2  t r ia n g le s
* in the Stack, because we w i l l  change the  tr ia n g le  and the
* r e la t io n s  with the  neighbor  
*/
CheckStack( t l ,  t2  ); 
i  = PointNumber( t 2 ,  tl->P[Edge] );  
i  = ( i+1) ’/. 3;
i f ( (  currl = (TRIANGLE _far  *) _fm alloc(  s i z e o f (  TRIANGLE ) ) )
== NULL )
error( "Error: A lloca tin g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" );
i f ( (  curr2 = (TRIANGLE _far  *) _ fm alloc(  s i z e o f (  TRIANGLE ) ) )
== NULL )
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Triangle" );
curri->P[0] = t l->P [E d ge];  
currl->P [1] = t2->P [ i ]  ; 
currl->P[2] = t l - > P [  (Edge+2) '/, 3 ] ;  
curr2->P[0] = t l - > P [  (Edge+1) '/, 3 ] ;
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curr2->P[l]  = t l - > P [  (Edge+2) '/. 3 ] ; 
curr2->P[2] = t2 -> P [ i ] ;
currl->E[0] = t2->E[ ( i+ 2)  '/. 3 ] ;
cu rr l-> E [l]  = curr2;
cu rr l->E [2] = t i -> E [  (Edge+2) '/. 3 ] ;
curr2->E[0] = t l -> E [  (Edge+1) '/. 3 ] ;
curr2->E[l] = currl;
curr2->E [2] = t 2 - > E [ i ] ;
i f  C C tmpptr = currl->E[0] ) != NULL )
■c
j = PointNumber( tmpptr, cu rr l-> P [l]  ); 
tmpptr->E[j] = currl;
>
i f ( (  tmpptr = currl->E[2] ) != NULL )
j = PointNumber( tmpptr, currl->P[0] ); 
tmpptr->E[j] = currl;
>
i f ( (  tmpptr = curr2->E[0] ) != NULL )
j = PointNumber( tmpptr, curr2->P[l] ); 
tmpptr->E[j] = curr2;
>
i f  C( tmpptr = curr2->E[2] ) != NULL )
j = PointNumber( tmpptr, curr2->P[0] ); 
tmpptr->E[j] = curr2;
>
_ f f r e e (  t l  );
_ f f r e e (  t2  );
* t l l  = currl;
*t22 = curr2;
/*  i f  currl and curr2 are boundary, then update them * /  
f o r (  i  = 0; i  < 3; i++ )
i f (  cu rr l->E [i]  == NULL )
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{ /*  i t  i s  boundary * /
FindBound( c u r r i -> P [ i ] ,  ftbnd );
/*  f in d  the  boundary p o in ter  with h is  f i r s t  point being cu rr l-> P [i]  * /  
bnd->t = c u r r l ;
>
i f (  curr2->E[i] == NULL )
{ /*  i t  i s  boundary * /
FindBound( cu rr2 -> P [i] ,  &bnd );




retu rn ( 1 );
>
/*
* Using c i r c l e  c r i t e r i a  to  see i f  t l  t2  need to  swap
* i f  swap, return 1, e l s e  0 
* /
in t  CriteriaC TRIANGLE _far  * t l ,  TRIANGLE _ fa r  * t2 ,  in t  Edge )
{
in t  i ;
f l o a t  tmp, xO, yO, x l ,  y l ,  x2, y2, x3, y3; 
f l o a t  x l2 ,  y l2 ,  xlO, ylO, xc, yc, mu, r;
xO = P o in t [ t l - > P [ 0 ] ] .x_coord; 
yO = Point [ t l->P  [ 0 ] ] ,y_coord; 
x l  = P o in t [ t l -> P [ l ] ] ,x _ c o o r d ;  
y l  = P o in t [ t1 -> P [ 1 ] ] ,y_coord; 
x2 = P o in t [ t l - > P [ 2 ] ] .x_coord; 
y2 = P o in t [ t l -> P [2 ]] ,y _ co o rd ;
i  = PointNumber( t 2 ,  tl->P[Edge] );
i  = ( i+1) ’/. 3;
x3 = P o in t [ t2 -> P [ i ] ] .x_coord; 
y3 = Point [t2->P [ i ] ] ,y_coord;
/*  Calculate the center of the c i r c l e  fo r  p o in ts  pO, p i ,  p2 * /  
xl2  = (xl+x2) /  2 .0;
y l2  = (yl+y2) /  2 .0;
xlO = (xl+xO) /  2 .0;  
ylO = (yl+yO) /  2 .0;
trap = (y 2 -y l )  * (xO-xl) -  (yl-yO) * ( x l - x 2 ) ; 
i f (  tmp == 0 ) /*  No swap * /
re tu rn ( 0 );
/ *  Find the center of the c i r c l e  * /
mu = ( (y 2 -y l )  * (y l0 -y l2 )  -  ( x l0 - x l2 )  * ( x l - x 2 ) )  /  tmp; 
xc = xlO + mu * (yO -yl);  
yc = ylO + mu * (x l -x O );
/*  the  Radius of the  c i r c l e  * /  
r = D istance(  xc, yc, xO, yO ); 
tmp = D is ta n c e ( xc, yc, x3, y3 );
i f (  tmp >= r  ) /*  No need to  swap * /  
re tu r n ( 0 );
/ *  Swap the edge * /  
re tu rn ( 1 );
>
/*
* i f  the  Quadratic i s  concave 
* /
in t  Concave( TRIANGLE _far  * t l ,  TRIANGLE _far * t2 ,  in t  Edge )
in t  i , j , 1, k ;
f l o a t  x ,  y ,  x l ,  y l ,  x2, y2;
i  = PointNumber( t2 ,  t l->P[Edge] ); 
j = ( i+1) */. 3;
x = P o in t[t l->P [E d ge]] .x_coord ;
y = P o in t[t l->P [E d ge]] ,y_coord ;
x l  = P o in t [ t l -> P [  (Edge+2) 3 ] ] .x _ co o rd ;
y l  = P o in t [ t l -> P [  (Edge+2) '/, 3 ] ] .y _ co o rd ;
x2 = P o in t [ t2 -> P [j ] ] .x _ c o o r d ;
y2 = P o int[t2->P C j]] .y_coord;
k = InL eft(  x, y, x l ,  y l ,  x2, y2 );
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x = P o in t [ t l -> P [  (Edge+1) '/, 3 ] ]  .x_coord; 
y = Point [ t l -> P  [ (Edge+1) '/, 3 ] ]  ,y_coord;
1 = InLeft( x ,  y , x l ,  y l ,  x2, y2 );
i fC ( k >= 0 && 1 >= 0 ) II ( k <= 0 1 <= 0 ))
re tu rn ( 1 );
e l s e
re tu rn ( 0 );
>
/*
* FindBound: Find the boundary po in ter  with h is  f i r s t  point as n 
* /
in t  FindBound( in t  n , BOUNDARY _far **b )
•C
BOUNDARY _far  *curr;
curr = Boundary;
w h i le ( curr->P[0] != n ) 
curr = curr->n ext;




* PointNum ber(t,n): f in d  the point or edge number of t r ia n g le  t  with
* the point[n]
* /
in t  PointNumber(TRIANGLE _far * t ,  in t  n )
■C
in t  i  = 0;
w h i le ( t - > P [ i ]  != n )
{
i++;
i f  ( i  > 3 )
error( "Can’t  Find Point Number in  the Triangle L ist"  );
>
r e t u r n (  i  )
>
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in t  In itS ta ck (  void  )
{
/ *
* The f i r s t  stack  element i s  an empty item , i t  i s  used as an
* in d ica to r  to  see i f  the  stack  i s  empty . only t h i s  i tem ’s
* prev i s  NULL 
* /
STACK _far  *Curr;
i f ( (  Stack = (STACK _far *) _ fm alloc(  s i z e o f (  STACK ) ) )  == NULL ) 
error( "Error: A lloca t in g  space fo r  Stack" );
i f ( (  Curr = (STACK _far  *) _fm alloc(  s i z e o f (  STACK ) ) )  == NULL ) 
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary Stack" );
Stack->Edge = -1;
Stack->tO = NULL;






Stack = Curr; 




* push edge, t r ia n g le  tO t l  in to  stack
* Stack: i s  the current p lace  to  put the  push value  
* /
in t  Push( in t  Edge, TRIANGLE _far  *tO, TRIANGLE _far * t l  )
{
STACK _far *Curr;
i f ( (  Curr = (STACK _far  *) _fm alloc( s i z e o f (  STACK ) ) )  == NULL ) 
error( "Error: A lloca tin g  space fo r  Temporary Stack" );
Stack->Edge = Edge;
Stack->tO = tO;
Sta ck -> t l  = t l ;
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/*  I n i t i a l  new p lace  fo r  the  next value * /
Curr->prev = Stack;
Stack = Curr; 
re tu rn ( 1 );
>
/ *
* Pop out edge, t r ia n g le  tO t l  from the stack  
* /
in t  Pop( in t  *Edge, TRIANGLE _far  * * t i ,  TRIANGLE _far  **t2 )
STACK _far *Curr;
/ *  f in d  the value to  be popped */
Curr = Stack;
Stack = Stack->prev;
i f (  Stack->prev == NULL)
error("POP Stack UnderFlow ");
♦Edge = Stack->Edge;
* t l  = Stack->tO;
*t2 = S tack-> tl;
_ f f r e e (  Curr ); 
re tu rn ( 1 );
>
/*
* EmptyStack: Is  the s tack  Empty ?, i f  empty, return 1, e l s e  return 0 
* /
in t  EmptyStack( void  )
i f (  (Stack->prev)->prev == NULL ) 
return( 1 );




* CheckStack: Take out a l l  the  occurrences of t l  t2  from the stack  
* /
in t  CheckStack( TRIANGLE _far  * t l ,  TRIANGLE _far  *t2 )
STACK _far * c u r r l , _ iax  *curr2, _far *tmp;
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currl = Stack; 
curr2 = currl->prev;
w h i le ( (  curr2->prev ) != NULL )
{ / *  Stack not empty * /
i f (  SameTriangle( curr2, t l ,  t2  ) == 1 )
tmp = curr2->prev; /*  By pass the current element * /  
_ f f r e e (  curr2 ); 




i f (  currl != NULL && ( currl->prev ) != NULL ) 
curr2 = currl->prev;
>
re tu rn ( 1 );
/*
* to  see  i f  curr->tO and cu rr -> t l  contain  the same t r ia n g le  as t l  t2  
* /
in t  SameTriangle(STACK _far *curr.TRIANGLE _far  *tl,TRIANGLE _far  *t2)
i f (  (curr->t0)->P[0] == t l -> P [0 ]  &&
(curr->tO )->P[l]  == t l - > P [ l ]  &&
(curr->tO )->P[2] == t l -> P [2 ]  )
return( 1 );
e l s e  i f ( (c u r r -> t l) -> P [0 ]  == t l -> P [0 ]  ScSc 
( cu r r -> t1 )->P[1] == t l - > P [ l ]  &&
( c u r r -> t l ) -> P [2 ]  == t l -> P [2 ]  )
re tu rn ( 1 );
e l s e  i f (  (curr->tO)->P[0] == t2->P[0] &&
(curr->tO)->P[1] == t2 -> P [ l ]  &&
( c u rr -> t0 ) ->P [2] == t2->P[2] )
re tu rn ( 1 );
e l s e  i f ( (cu rr -> t l) -> P [0 ]  == t2->P[0] && 
(cu rr -> t l) -> P  [1] == t2 -> P [1] &&
( c u r r - > t l ) - > P [2] == t2 ->P [2 ]  )
return( 1 );
e l s e
return( 0 );
>
in t  InitQueue( void )
i f ( (  head = (qUEUE _far  *) _fm alloc( s i z e o f (  qUEUE ) ) )  == NULL ) 
erro r( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  queue Head" );
head->next = NULL; 
head->t = NULL; 
t a i l  = head; 
re tu rn ( 1 );
>
/ *
* i f  queue i s  empty, return  1, e l s e  return 0 
* /
in t  Emptyqueue( void  )
i f (  t a i l  == head ) 
return( 1 );
e l s e
retu rn ( 0 );
}
/ *
* Enqueue: put an element in to  the queue 
* /
in t  Enqueue( TRIANGLE _far  *t )
{
qUEUE _far  *curr;
i f ((  curr = (qUEUE _far  *) _fm alloc( s i z e o f (  qUEUE ))) == NULL ) 
error( "Error: A llo ca t in g  space fo r  Temporary queue" );
curr->next = NULL; 
curr->t = t ;  
t a i l -> n e x t  = curr; 




* Outqueue: the  f i r s t  element out the queue 
* /
in t  OutQueue( TRIANGLE _far  **t )
{
Queue _Far *Curr;
i f (  t a i l  == head )
error( "Queue i s  already empty" );
curr = head->next;
_ f f r e e (  head );
head = curr; 
*t = c u r r -> t ; 
re tu rn ( 1 );
/ *  D istance between two p o in ts  * /
f l o a t  D istance(  f l o a t  x l ,  f l o a t  y l ,  f l o a t  x2, f l o a t  y2 ) 
{
f l o a t  t ;
t  = (x l -x 2 )  * (x i -x 2 )  + (y l -y 2 )  * (y l -y 2 ) ;
t  = ( f l o a t )  sq r t (  t  ); 
re tu rn ( t  );
>
in t  MaxMin( void  ) 
{




f o r ( i  ; 
{
i f  ( 
i f  ( 
i f  ( 
i f  ( 
i f  ( 











Point [0] .x_coord; 
P o in t [0 ] .  y_coord; 
P o in t [ 0 ] . z_coord; 
Max_points; i++ )
Point [ i ]  
Point [ i ]  
Point [ i ]  
Point [ i ]  
Point [ i ]  







Max_x = P o in t [ i ] .x _ c o o r d ;  
Max_y = P o i n t [ i ] . y_coord; 
Max_z = P o i n t [ i ] . z_coord; 
Min_x = P o i n t [ i ] . x_coord; 
Min_y = P o i n t [ i ] . y_coord; 
Min_z = P o i n t [ i ] . z_coord;
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Mid_x = ( Max_x + Min_x ) /  2 . OF;
Mid_y = ( Max_y + Min_y ) /  2 . OF;
Mid_z = ( Max_z + Min_z ) /  2 . OF;
re tu r n ( 1 );
>
/*  drawline * /
in t  w lin e (  in t  n l ,  in t  n2, in t  c ) 
in t  x l , x 2 ,y l , y 2 ;
x l  = ( i n t ) ( P o i n t [ n l ] . x_coord -  Mid_x) * AxisLength /
(int)(Max_x-Mid_x) + o r ig in .x ;  
x2 = ( i n t ) ( P o in t [ n 2 ] . x_coord -  Mid_x) * AxisLength /
(int)(Max_x-Mid_x) + o r ig in .x ;
y l  = o r ig in .y  -  ( in t ) (P o in t [n l ] .z _ c o o r d  -  Mid_z) * AxisLength /
(int)(M ax_z-M id_z); 
y2 = o r ig in .y  -  ( in t ) (P o in t [n 2 ] .z _ c o o r d  -  Mid_z) * AxisLength /
(int)(M ax_z-M id_z);
_ s e tc o lo r (  c );
_moveto( (short)  x l ,  (sh ort)  y l  );
_ l in e t o (  (short)  x2, (sh ort)  y2 ); 
re tu r n ( 1 );
>
/*  Draw a point */
in t  wpoint( in t  n, in t  c )
in t  x ,y ;
x = ( in t ) (P o in t [n ] .x _ c o o r d  -  Mid_x) * AxisLength /
(int)(Max_x-Mid_x) + o r ig in .x ;  
y = o r ig in .y  -  ( in t ) (P o in t [n ] .y _ c o o r d  -  Mid_y) * AxisLength /
(int)(Max_y-Mid_y);
_ s e t p ix e l (  x , y ); 
re tu r n ( 1 );
/* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------






void error( char *err )
{
p r i n t f ( "'/,s\n",err ); 
e x i t (  0 );
}
/*  Graphics I n i t i a l i z a t i o n  * /
/ *  * /  
/*  INITIALIZE: I n i t i a l i z e s  the  graphics system and reports  * /
/*  any errors which occurred. * /
in t  I n i t i a l i z e ( void )
{
s tr u c t  v ideoconfig  g r _ in fo ,  _ far  *p_gr;
_setvideomode (_MRES16C0L0R); 
p_gr = _getv id eocon fig (  &gr_info );
/*  g e tp a le t t e (  fepalette ); * /  /*  Read the p a l e t t e  from board * /
MaxColors = p_gr->numcolors; /*  Read maximum number of co lors  * /
MaxX = p_gr->numxpixels;
MaxY = p_gr->numypixels; 
o r ig in .x  = MaxX /  2; 
o r ig in .y  = MaxY /  2;
AxisLength = ( i n t ) (  ( f l o a t )  MaxY * 0 .4 ) ;  
re tu rn ( 1 );
/ *  * /
/*  MAINWINDOW: E sta b l ish  the main window fo r  d isp la y  and s e t  * /
/ *  a viewport * /
/ *  * /
in t  MainWindow( void )
_clearscreen(_GCLEARSCREEN);
_ se tc o lo r (  MaxColors -  1 ); /*  Set current co lor  to  white * /
_setv iew port(  0 ,  0 ,  MaxX, MaxY ); / *  Open port to  f u l l  screen * /
_se tac tivep age(  0 ); 
re tu rn ( 1 );
End Listing 3 -  DELAUNAY.C
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